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All n:
by Mike Isbell
Dr. John AIlen, one of the only
two astronomers in. the state of
Idaho, has taught at BSU since
1971. He attended school at
Wiillamette and did I!ls gradu-
ate work at Harvard.
Having grown up In. Oregon,
Dr. Allen did not choose
astronomy as his major untll his'
senior year in college.
'. "The fellow who taught the
mechanics course and the
optics course had a lot of
interest in astronomy. I guess'
that, along with my junior high
experiences, pointed me In that
'direction. It seemed .like an
obvious course to take."
Thursday afternoon, the AR·
. BlTER_bravelLtJie cold of the
autumn wind to visit Dr.
Allen's office and obtain this
interview. The following Is the
text of that session:
ARB: Itwas explained to me you
have some alternate ideas on
the space, program. What do you
think of the present space
program?
AI: The, space program, I think,
started out to be mainly
a technological achievement.
Putting people on the. moon was
b-asically just that. It's the last
few missions where they started
doing .much of any science .. I
think the. programs with the
Viking Spacecraft, the' Mars
exploration, have been .excell-
ent.
I think the problem right now
is that ... well, everybody needs
"Obvious c
money. There are a lot of
programs' the United States
should support, and science is
one of them, astronomy in
particular is very much a
government sup~rted prog-
~am. Astronomy is; unfortun-
ately incapable of producing a
marketable device (to justify its
existence).
A lot of scientists question the
space program from the stand-
point of there being so little
science. They said, "Let's
measure things up there and
find out what's there" rather
than just putting people up
there.
Science in general has a bad
.name now. People either tend to
shy away from It or' have a
negative feeling about' it. But
it's important that people
urse to take"
realize the importance of sci-
.ence and be willing to put some
of their tax money into it.
I'm talking about basic re-
search, research by People just
looking for the answers to things
they want to know about. That's
the kind of work people like
Newton did.
We.Xe using jhe results ofthat
work. now. TIle physics was
known back in the 1700's.
primarily. that we .used for
much of' the moon exploration.
ARB: You mentioned that In
class. "The science was there
but the technology ·wasn't."
What's the difference between'
science and technology?"
.AI: Technology is the direct
application of science, i.e. the
building of things, the engineer-
ing part of it. There are two
different types of science, as I
see it. One basic science, where
people are interested in just
solving problems, because they
are interested .and motivated to
work on a problem, and applied
science, which is using science
to solve a specific problem, such
as air pollution, which is the
kind of science that's getting
emphasis today.
'ARB: How do you answer the
critic who asks, "Who have so
many problems here on earth
so why do we need to go into
space looking for more; for other
things out there?"
AI: I would say that person is
being somewhat narrow-sight-
ed. We. need a longer range
view, and that's hard for most
people to have.
If you look at any of the energy
crisis type situations, you see
that people react immediately to
things that effect them. But in
the same way. the campaigns
going on now, such as we're
going to be running out ofoil, so
cut back-people find it hard to
relate to, that. _.
It's the same way with science,
People need to be doing things
now so that they can be used in
the future. Maybe we won't use
• a lot of the things we find out in
space in terms of helping us
until 2000 or 2100. But by then,
maybe one discovery made
today, with something like
Voyager .or Viking missions,
might solve a really critical
problem that we don't recognize
as such' now, but when we get
enough information together,
we might find it to be a really
critical factor.
factor.
ARB: In other words, we have a
responsibility to our descend-
ants.
AI: Exactly.
ARB: Do you believe in the
existence of extraterrestlal In-
telligence?
AI: It seems there is a good
chance there probably is.
Whether they visited us is
another question. We seem to
"be in a rather uninteresting part
of space. We're out on the edge
of our galaxy. There's nothing
really very exciting here. Just a
bunch of common stars. All the
exciting things seem to be closer
to the center, there in the galaxy
or universes. Actually. that's
rather good for us because we
might not be here with all those
big explosions taking place' in
other areas.
ARB: Isn't cursolar system ina
sense unique? From my read-
ings, I gather that no other
planet systems have ever been
seen.
AI: People are doing research
into the motion!' of things ill
space, {he motions 'of various
stars as they go through space.
That. wobl1le 'can only be,
explained. Sometimes a wobble
can be seen, and that wobble
can only be explained by a dark
companion. one that's not
giving- off it's own light. That
would imply a planet. Roughly
half of the stars we see up in the
sky arc binary stars, double-
stars. There's no reason that
there shouldn't be planets.
ARB: How do you propose we
go about counteracting extrat-
errestlal inteUigence?
AI: By sending out signals from
transmitters. Radio is the only
way. We listen for them.
Radio waves travel at the
speed of light. The nearest star
is four and a half years away. A
round trip communication would
be about 9 years. It would jake
generations for us to communi-
cate if we, do find anything. It
would be a slow process. But it's
our best chance.
ARB: Poeple have always
pictured any intelligence that
[cont, on page 6)
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Kep . lerdelaysnamingState boord approves
finonciol action
by Tim Scharff
'" The State Board of Education
met Friday in Nampa in an
all-day session. The Board
scheduled 15 minutes for
consideration of routine matters
pertaining to ?SU.
The Board approved the
appointments of two full-time
faculty members; eleven Con-
tinuing Education instructors,
and one. Career and Financial
.Services advisor.
Boise State received permis-
sion to use $8000 in Building
Bond Revenue Fund .surplus
money-topurchase an orchestra
pitcover for the Special Events
Center. 'Other requisitions ap-
proved .were. BSU catalogs
($20,000), electronic equipment
for Vo-Tech ($6,055), "data
acquisition and processing of
seismic reflection .data" -Geol-
ogydepartment($35,000), and
'an. audio"visual system for
Vo-Tech ($19;943).
In other financial action,. the
State Board voted to approve
'applications .•for grants '.. and
awards totaling ,$132,000.· .and
voted ~o. accept $213,000 in
various grants, awards, gifts,
scholarships, and loan funds.
TIle Board acted on BSU's
request to update the Universi-
ty'santiquated and over-loaded
telephone system. The Universi-
ty wants to contract with
Mountian Bell for a Dimension
PBX System which would
"utilize the latest in electronic
technology." In addition to
increasing capacity, the system
would allow control of long
distance calls, restrictions of
lines, and hopefully reduce
repair expenses'.
\lote ',Nov. ,8
in BSU
'gym
by Rick Mattoon
William Keppler, Dean of Arts
.and Sciences, said he will _not
name a new Associate Dean
until a new president is named.
Keppler was to have named a
choice for Associate Dean on
October J. However, he said he
thought it would be best to wait
until the new president decides
the direction he wants to see the
School of Arts and Sciences
take.
Keppler would like to see the
Schools become a college of Arts
and Sciences with perhaps a
school of Arts and Humanities
and a school of Sciences and
Social Sciences: He and Doctor
Bullington, interim president,
also discussed the possibility of
having two Associate Deans
under him. He noted that a
precedent has already been set
'. at-Idaho State and U of I, as they
have two' Associate Deans of
Arts and Sciences. Keppler said
that these are _some of the
recommendations he has made,
which he will sUb.mit to the new
president.
, Keppler said it would be within
the first year of the' new
president's term that an Associ-
ate Dean. would be appOInted •
He said there is the possibility
of another' search committee-
forming for the purpose of
recommending a candidate. A
search committee was formed
last May before the resignation
of Doctor Barnes, which select-
cd Pat Dorman. Rolando Bona-
chea, and William Skillern to. be
considered for Associate Dean.
. Keppler said he would like to
consider candidates from 'out-
side BSU, and also someone
from the Arts, to balance the
two . divisions of Arts and'
Sciences. Keppler's emphasis of
study is in the Sciences.
Keppler rioted that he could
..have chosen an Associate Dean,
but to do so would have been
selfish on his part. He said that
his duties are too much for one
position, noting that- at ISU and
U of I; three people are doing
the work load he is now
carrying. He said that all three
choices the Selection committee
made were good choices. but he
. said again he, would like the
option of going outside the.
university to get someone for
the position.
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Observing sessions
open to the public
by Chuck Bufe
The BSU Physics Department
.has commenced a weekly
program of astronomical observ-
ingsessions open to the public.
Two sessions are scheduled for
Thursday evenings--the first at
7:30 PM. the second at 8:45.
They're held atop the Science-
Education Building on the
observing platform.
A normal observing 'program
. includes the usc of the Physics
Departments' 14 inch telescope
to view a representative select-
ion of celestial objects (planets.
the moon. comets. galactic
clusters. globular clusters. plan-
etary nebulae. diffuse nebulae.
galaxies, etc.), plus naked eye
r·· · COUPON· ·..· · ·..~
I::.T;~~~~~;;yI:.
FAIRVIEW & WILDWOOD .
observation of the more promin-
ent constellations. Due to-time
restrtctlons usually no more
than five or six objects are
observed with the 14 inch
telescope at anyone session. '
'At the most recent session the
list of objects viewed included
the moon. M13 (the globular
cluster in Hercules). M57 ("The
Ring"--a planetary nebula in
Lyra). and Beta Cygni (a double
star in the constellation Cyg-
nus). Constellations viewed
included Cassiopeia. Ursa Min-
or. Lyra. Altair and Cygnus.
To avoid overcrowding. all
-those planning to attend observ-
ing sessions arc requested to
register in advance with the
Physics office by telephone; the
number is 385·3775.
Tri-Delto plans
sleighbell day
With the ,fictive support of
their alumnae members, Delta
Delta Delta is busy making
plans for Sleighbell Day.
Tri·Delta has designated the
first Tuesday of December as
Sieighbell Day. a day observed
by Tri-Deltas nationwide to
raise funds and donate services
to children's hospitals, with
special consideration given to
children with cancer.
This year. the chapter' is
planning to make toys for the
children undergoing cancer
treatment ,at the Mountain
Idaho's Tomorrow
.Idaho·s Tomorrow. a group
concerned with the economic
and environmental future of
Idaho. is holding an organizat-
ional convention in the Teton
Room in the Student Union
BJ-lilding at 7:00 p.m , on
Thursday. November 17th.
TIIC meeting has been organ-
ized by Environmental Health
majors concerned with the
future of Idaho. and all Boise
area dwellers are invited to.,
attend.
Idaho's Tomorrow chapters
hold meetings at which guest
speakers are invited to attend.
speakers specifically dealing
with a subject-concerning' Idaho,
and the people and problems of
the state.
"
,A VEI\Y ,
CLASSY SYSTEM
SPECIALS
Sherwood 79100
60/60 RMS
$34900
JVC Int. Amp,
60/60 RMS
$249°0
JVC Int. Amp
-'40/40 RMS .,
$18000
JVC Receiver
20/20 RMS
$1aOOO
Onkyo TK-1500
Polk Audio #5
Tech 5L-20
Grado FCRT
retail 545
system 495
For a person who values ·"sound" not "specifications". This
system features an Onkyo rx 1500 receiver. Onkyois a company'
who has engineered their products with "sound" being the
ultimate 'consideration. not just putting an impressive set of
figures to paper. Likewise the Polk Audio Monitor #. 5 sets a new"
'standard of sound quality at this price. Like its more expensive
brothers, the speaker lias all plasticized drivers, & the tweeter is
domed to disperse the highs evenly' throughout the room.
Completing the 'system is the best selling i'Iechnics SL-20
Turntable. The final link in the chain is a strong one. the Grado .
Cartridge. manufacted by Joe. Grado. the . guru" of phono
cartridge design. .
200
220
100
25
The.Stereo Shoppe
.G.oto 805N. Orcherd, Mondey'12-7,
" . Tuitsday-Friday10:30-7 (,_
$Q~ufdoys '10-6, or phone 344-16Q3,
States Tumor Institute (MSTI).
The toys will be presented to
MSTI on Sleighbell day, Dec-
ember 6th. .
Tri-Delta has also been busy
with other service projects
including being hostesses for
the Mayors Handicap Luncheon
and the Harrison Boulevard
Homes. Tour during October.
The Joan E. Richardson
Memoria! competition will also
be held again this year and all
graduate women are urged to
participate.
Shenandoah
premieres
Nov. 10
Boise . State would - like to
extend an invitation to the
comniunity to be included in the
premiere night of Shenandoah.
This is a Civil War musical,
.directed by Fred Norman. All
proceeds will bc donated. to'
Mountain State Tumor Institute:
This event will be held. on
Thursday. November TO. .
, Preceding Shenandoah at 6:15·
. pm there will be· a supper
featuring Veal Cordon Bleu. The
cost is $3.00. Show time will be
'8: IS. pm' in the Boise High
School Auditorium. The price of
thc tickets arc $5.50' a piece.
There are one hundred supper
tickets Icft and less than four
hundred total show tickets.
Tickets can be purchased at the
BSU Student Union Information
Booth.
news
Student
Insurance
office open
Tim Bowers, Student Insur-
ance Representative, recently
announced that office hours for
this. year are 1:30-3:30' on
Monday through Thursday.
Anyone desiring more informa-
tion' may visit the Student
Insurance office located in the
ASB Senate office or call
385-1909.
Free
blood-press ure
.screening
TIIC BSU Agency of the
Northwestern Mutual Life In-
surance Co., in 'conjunction with
the BSU Chapter of the Idaho
Nurses-Student Association'
(lNSA). will be sponsoring a
free blood-pressure screening at .
the BSU gym on election day,
November 8. between 8:00 a.m.
and '8:00 p.rn. All BSU 'stude'nts
and faculty •. as well as' the
general public, arc urged to stop
by . and have their - hlood
pressure checked at no charge .
. ' According to Cindy Stemper,
President of theBSU Chapter of
the INSA, 20%! of the adult
, population is affectedby hyper-
tension or high blood' pressure.
As most cases can be effectively
,treated, early detection is
critical to prevention of serious
complications. Stcmper also
noted that high blood pressure
isdefinitcly not unique to the
elderly, but to the young adults
'as well.
":'.
,
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Senate votes. down transfer
by Diane Barr
The ASB Senate accepted the
second reading of Senate Bill
#I, voted down a proposed
budget transfer, for the SUPB,
and approved six appointments
to various committees during
the course of, its regular
November I meeting.
Senate Bill #1, which deals
with the establishment of a
fiscal budget policy, was given a
favorable recommendation fr-
om the Ways and Means
committee. The final vote on the
question of acceptance as a
second reading for the measure
passed by a nine to seven
margin with one abstention. The
third, and final reading of the
bill is tentatively scheduled for
the November 8 meeting. This
final reading is the only time
that debate is permitted. Pas.
sage of the measure will
establish' the policy as a new
Senate Act.
Student Union Program Boa-
rd (SUPB) member Bill Kassis,
came before -the Senate to
request a transfer of $452.50
from the concert committee
budget to a travel account. The
transfer to travel was intent on
allowing three persons to attend
the National Entertainment and
Activities Association Confer-
ence in Spokane, Washington
on November 12-15. BSU is a
member of the NEAA and the
annua( conference focuses on
workshops and instruction for
its participants. In, presenting
thc proposal, Kassis ernphasiz-
ed that the concerts committee
had added $1200 to the original
appropriation given them by the <
.Senate and that thc $452 would
not deplete the account to its
original level. The final vote on '
the matter was 11·6, thus it
, failed to acquirethe two-thirds
majority necessary for approval.
President Mike Hoffman 1)0-,
~inatcd five persons to .two
committees and presented the.
name of Mike Nichols to fill the
Senate vacancy fromVo-Tech.
All appointments were approv-
ed, Mary Anne Summer, Robin
Walker. Terry McGuire, and
Diane Barr wilt serve as the final
four . members of Broadcast
Board thus giving that commit-
tee its total membership.
DennisWhite will bea member
of the Athletic' Board of Control.
In other action, the Senate
votedto establish a committee
composed of Senators LesWolff
~iJd Mike Fisher, ASB Treasur-
er Steve Artis, and ARBITER
Editor John Prisscella for the
purpose of studying 'guidelines
Jor the expenditure of '$i2,OOO
that was allocated in a lump sum
last April to the ARBITER.
Artis also related that the
reserve account of ASB funds
was approximately $6500.
In other reports, Student
Services Director, Rene Clem-
ents noted that her department
had been involved in a number
of projects. Among these were
the establishment of the Student
Credit Union, Data Processing,
aid to the tutorial program, a
Hawaian charter, co-sponsor-
ship of a conference to be given,
by the Governor's Blue Ribbon
Committee on Health Care, and
a volunteer Student Refereal
Program.
Scott Wigle, the new assistant
director, is pursuing member-
ship approval for the Credit
Union from the State Finance
Department. He has also filed
position descriptions pursuant
to the time that approval will be
given to submit Credit Union
By-Laws.
The Data Processing mana-
ger, Steve Pense, and his
assistant Royce Johnson are
developing a program for a
students opinion poll' that will
try to determine the "critical
issues" to BSU students. This
survey will be jumping off place
for more specific polls on those
issues.
Student Services will be
co-sponsoring the Idaho Health
Care Conference as requested
by the Governor's Blue Ribbon
Committee on Health Care.
Holly Welsh has been chosen as
Student Services' representa-
tivc to part icipatc in thc
planning of this conference. The
ART SUPPLIES from
Grumbacher .
. Winsor-Newton
Permanent Pigments
Conte
Speedball
X-Acto
Liquitcx
Crcsent
Pickett
Luxo
Fredrix
'. SCUlpture House
Koh-i-noor i
D'Arches
820 Jefferson
Phon~ 343-2564
,Monday-Saturday
9am-5':30pm
'TIred OtPlacesTo Go In Boise?
-+GiveVOURSELf A Breal<
(YOU OesenJ8 'It.l'
'Get AwaV •••
to the 'ALL NBP"
~ALDWEll'.OU11.AW
JII!t s·miles West 01 Karoher Mall '
',on'the Nal1lpa-Ca~eU •Blvd
Department will centralize rec-
ruitment for student and faculty
attendance to this' conference
which is scheduled for January
13 and 14. Health and Welfare
officials from Washington D.C.
have been invited to address the
members of the conference.
Finally, Cheri Roberts, Who is
spearheading the Volunteer
-Referral Program is initially
contacting the Social Work Club '
to aetaS a core group of
volunteers for _the all-day
operation of the Student Servi-
ces, office. TIle program is
designed to provide referrals to
students who are having diffic-
ulties in finding the right
administrative office for their
needs. Also, the program hopes
to give out information on the
many different' programs avail-
, able at BSU.
The Legislative Revision' co-
mmittee reported out on the two
constitutional amendments su-
bmitted to them last week. The
first, concerning the elimination
of faculty members from the
ASB JUdiciary, WaS given a no
pass recommendation and the
second was passed with recom-
mendations and additions.
the student body of
BOISE STATE
To hear about some unusual career opportunities avail-
able to men and women-while they stay in school and
after they graduate, Marine Corps career programs-in
data processing, telecommunications, avionics, finance,
business management, to name just a few-are among
the best offered in or' out of the military, Find out all the
facts, when we visit your campus:
Mon. -Fri., 7th-11th Nov.
Senate meetings are held
every Tuesday' at 3:30 in the
senate chambers on the second
floor of the SUB.
9.:30am - 2:30pm
SUB
....,...-------------~........ -----~:,'\:.<.
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Free press,
or opressed
And so it has come to pass .• and a state of depression engulfs
journalists throughout the country, for they realize the effects of
government encroachment that strangles the life from the free
press in America.
-'~Tm_mad as hell and-Itm not going to take anymore!" were
the words spoken by Peter Finch in the movie Network, and
these words best typify the attitude of journalists in light of the
U.S. Supreme Court's denial to hear the Jay Shelledy appeal
concerning source ilisclosure.
It appears as though a free press will be intimidated by the
uncaring and manipulated by the unknowing. This can only
dissipate the single link of truth between the event and you;
thus, the cliche "So go the people, so goes the nation" will be
but words in a book, a pie in the sky. The government will
eventually dictate the words in that book, the flavor of that pie.
Tnis court of jackals -- the U.S. Supreme Court .. spews
pompous ambiguity via executive fiat, yet neglects to justify or
qualify the logic or rationale for their refusal to consider
Shelledy's Constitutional rights. Their assertive negligence in
this matter was done without foresight to future implications for
journalists in this country, in each state, in the cities, on this
campus.
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In the wake of the left
by Cbuck Bule
SORRY ABOUT THAT
Due to circumstances. beyond my control, large
portions of my most recent column were
reduced to gibberish (several words were
omitted, as were a couple of complete lines,
other words were altered in such a way. as to
drastically change the meaning of the sentences
in which they _ occurred-· "successful" was
substituted for "unsuccessful," to cite one
example-punctuation marks were omitted in
-one placc, and several words ended. op being'
. misspelled which were spelled correctly in the
copy I submitted). So many errors were
introduced that I'm not even going to attempt to
list them. Once again, sorry about that ...
In my last column Ibegan an analysis of the
impact of the "movement" of the '60s upon
society; I'll conclude -that analysis here.
First, let's consider the "movements"
beneficial effects (points which I covered
previously will be mentioned only in passing).
One of the more visable results of the
"movement" has been the emergence of a true
alternative press--the "underground" papers
of the '60s have become well established in.
· many places, and the "radical slick" tradition
- of Ramparts lives on in the form of Mother
Jones.
Another beneficial result of the New
Left/countercultural "movement" has been the
appearance of groups fighting for their' 'human
rights": the women's and gay liberation
movements. These are very healthy because'
they're forcing large numbers of people to ask
. some rather pointed questions--"Why is there
so much societal pressure to behave in a
'normal" manner (that is, to.maintain
stereotyped sex roles)? What is 'normal?' Who
benefits from the maintenance- of Stereotyped
sex roles?" A partial answer to the last question
is' advertising. agencies, cosmetic manufactur-
.ers, and the makers of high·powered, lethal
automobiles (Who but a 19-year-old, super-
macho goon would buy a 400 horsepower car
incapable of seating more than two people
comfortably?).
A third, and very important, result of the
"movement" is thepresent.day anti-nuclear
power movement. The emergence of this force
.demonstrates that many people are no longer
willing to have.their future planned for them by
big business and the govenment (at least in
· regard to the production and use of energy).
Growing numbers of people are realizing that
they can help determine the direction in which
our society will move: one' fork in the road leads
to hideously dangerous (but highly profitable)
nuclear power·(this form of energy production
is inherently. centralized, that is, it's well suited
to be controlled by the government, the energy
conglomerates, and the utilities·-also, it's very
capital intensive, that is, money spent on
nuclear power plant construction creates
relatively few jobs and ties up capital which
could be put to more productive uses); the other
leads to. alternative technologies, primarily
solar. Solar technology is well adapted to
small-scale uses. That means that it's virtually
impossible 'for the government, energy
conglomerates, and utilities to control it (and
profit from it) which is why they're pushing so
hard for nuclear and coal-fired energy
production. One of the anti-nuclear movement's
slogans sums up the situation nicely: "Better
active today than radioactive tommorow,"
·One positive result of-the counterculture has
beem the at-least-moderate increase in
toleration for experimental social relatton-
ships-vgay lifestyles, open. relationships,
living·together·, without. marriage. communal
arrangements, etc. Hopefully, at least some of
those involved in such experiments are helping
.
..': -.'
to evolve new forms of social relations: new
forms which are better suited 1,0 present
condiiions than the obsolete nuclear family.
And finally, one other healthy aspect of the
present situation is the skeptical attitude of a
majority of the public toward our amjor
institutions (due in large part to the struggles
against war and the draft, and W~tergate).
Public tnist in such major institutions as bid
business, big labor, and the federal
~'-"-government; as reflectedIn opinion polls, his
dropped precipitately in the last fifteen years. A
related phenomenon can be.observed in recent
presidential elections. Since 1960 the percent.
age of eligible voters participating in such
elections has steadily declined. Last year only
53 per cent ofthose eligible participated in the
process which gave us "the reborn dupe" (as
Mike Hughes dubs him).
But those involved in the active outgrowths of
the "movement" (not including those who
merely distrust the government and big
business), are 'only a small percentage of the
population. What about Nixon's "silent
majority" (brainwashed majority is a more
accurate term)?
Here the news is not good. Due to the public
miseducation system, and the pernicious
influences of the mass media and organized
religion, a large segment of the public has (at
leat seeminly) been rendered incapable of
rational thought (I still find it incrediable that
even at the bitter end 250/0 of the public
supported Nixon). All indictaions are that a
substancial portion of the populace is ready to
rally behind "a man on a white horse" should
our decaying social system completely break
down.
A particular worrisome aspect of the present
situation is the current revival of interest in the
occult (astrology, for examplejand authoritar-
ian religions (the Hare Krishnas, the Divine
Light Mission, "born again" •. Christianity,
Mormonism, etc.). What this indicates is that
the people involved is such things have given
up; they do not want, and are not seeking, to
control their own lives. They want someone or
something to tell them what to do. Hence, it's
easy to see why most of them are repelled by
liberation ism and attracted to right-wing
authoritarianism .
The irrationality of the brainwashed majority
(their refusal to face reality) is easily observable
in concret manifestations. One of the ..more
insiduous is the current assault on the rights fo
homosexuals. As should be painfully obvious by
now, persons whose sexual orientation is
homosexual have about as much choice in the
matter as born with blue eyes, the difference
being that homosexuality is socially caused
while eye coloration is genetically caused.'
Rather than consider the explosive question of
why our social- system produces .so many
homosexuals (an estimated 100/0 of the
population), the right wastes its time attacking
the victims of the system. And if the right feels
free to attack gays, who's .next?
Another example of rightist irrationality can
be seen in the uproar over laetrile. It's a well
established fact that a majority of cancers are
environmentally caused. But rather than tackle
thoniyquestions of why there are so many
carcinogenic substances in our environment,
what can be done to eliminate them, and what
needs to be done to prevent the introduction of
new ones, the right spends its time
campaigning for aquack "cure" (laetrile).
A more laughabte aspect of the right's
!nability to face reality is seen in ltsopposhion .
to the.proposed Panama Canal Treaty .. For
reasons I discussed at length in an earlier
column, this opposition is likely to. undermine
. .... [cont.ob page 14)
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Once again, the alcohol on campus
Fellow Students,
Becauseof the considerable
amount of misunderstanding
concerning the ASBSU's posi-
tion on alcohol on campus, Tm
filling my column this week with
a letter from an angry citizen
and my response to that letter.
Dear Mr. Hoffman:
It Is beyond my eomprehen-
\ slon why you, as an adult
'student, would care' 10 do
anything that may tend to carry
the ~rinklng and. alcohol prob-
Icm to, any greater lengths. I
can't t1t1pk that you would be
nalve enough to think that
H.R. 10272 provided for the
establishment of multi- purpose
service center progr~ms which
would include in-depth job
counseling services; job-train-
ingand placement services;
health education and counseling
services; financial management
services; educational services;
legal counseling and referral
services; and out reach, and
information services. n.R.
10212 would also set upa study
.. to determine the feasibility of
allowing displaced homemakers
to participate in or receive
benefits from established Fed-:
eral programs such as CETA;
work incehtive programs under
section 432(B)(1) of the Social
'Security Act; Federal Unem-
ployment A~ of 19}0; Title II of
'.
allowing alcohol and beer In
dorms and rooms will not prove
an enticement to others who
may not otherwise have It
around them all the time. Surely
you must understand that thl.s
will Increase the amount of
drinking even by those who
choose to do so. I don't know
---whyyim can't figure out that all"
this adds np to more driving
whlle under the influence of
alcohol thus endangering the
lives and property of others and
multiplying related problems.
Even though some may brenk
the rules and laws about
drinking in the stadiums, there
are those who have more
THE GROOVE TUBE
, CONFESSION OF A
~DOW CLEANER [!J
1"A PIECE OF THE lOLl
ACTION" IU!J
2' "OH GOD" ~
.j JOSEPH ANDREW~_
i1IJ
J
conscience, even. though they
may have the drinking problem
and wouldn't drink as long as
there Is.a rule or law against It.
IT you remove the restraints
there will be considerably more
• consumption of a1cobol and beer
and I'm sure you know this. I
can't think wby It's unimportant
to you. Anyone being a stUdent
body president should exhibit
more Intelligence than you are,
by Irresponsibly recommending
conditions that even mlg~t add
to the already overwhelming
problem of alcoholism in our
country.
I hope you will think It over.
Sincerely,
tive positions connected with
the model programs.
For copies of H.R. 10272 and
S2541, send a 13 cent stamp and
your request to: Alliance for
Displaced Homemakers, 6422
Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Ca.
94609.
H.R. 10272 has been referred
to . the House Committee on
Educat ion' and Labor .an d
assigned to the Sub-Committee
on Equal _Opportunity for
hearing.
What can you do to help this
important legislation through?
TIICre are a iiurnber of things
you can do without even leaving
your home.
[cont, on page
issue
-
Mrs. Tarrell G. Hatch
Dear Mrs. Hatch,
7]
Thank you for your letter
concerning the students' posit-
ion on alcohol on campus. I
appreciate your concern. Your
comments, however, reflect a
substantial amount of misund-
erstanding on your part. You.
like so many others, arc blinded
by an emotional reaction to the
use of alcohol, and thus'fail to
sec that our stand is taken, not
in 'support of the increased usc
of alcohol; but rather for the
sake of freedom and inequality
under the law. Irefer. of course,
to the situation in the dormitory
---rooms, It-is the students' belief
that when a student rents a
dorm room it becomes his
private domicile just as if he
were a renter off campus. TIIC
student, if he or she is 19 or
older. (the age our state
legislators have determined as
the one at which individuals
may choose whether or not to
use alcohol) should have the
rightto decide to drink or not to
drink. Personally, I have made
that decision. Ido not and never
have used alcohol. I hope I am
.socially consious enough to
know that it is not my
perogative to force-my beliefs on
another individual. By the way,
you might be interested to know
that a rcpresentative from the
Latter Day Saints Student
Association recenily stated that
he felt that the association was
in favor of the policy .which
allows the. dorm students the
right to decide.
As far as the drinking and
driving problem is concerned, it
seems to me that if a student
drinks a be~r in his room rather
than at the Bronco Hut. he or
she is going to end up drinking
and driving less. .-"---'-
The stadium is definitely a'
problem area. It would be nice if
your belief that there arc many
people who' will obey an
unenforced rule just because it
is there. I doubt it. 1 think the
best solution is to admit that
drinking is going on. This
prevents selective enforcement
and also would allow for the
creation of non-drinking sec-
tions-where those of' tis who
don't appreciate drinking and
drunkeness could isolate our-
selves and enjoy the game.
Believe me, before I made
any statement I gave this
problem a great deal of thought.
I don't believe I've acted
irresponsibly. If I have, I'm
truly sorry. What I have tried to
do and will continue to try to do.
is to fight for the freedom of
each adult to make moral
choices for himself or herself.
Thank YO!J again, for your
letter; I would' appreciate a
response.
* * *
, >'l
:---------PEOPLE'SLlB, by JewiKlng
Thedisploced homemaker
PART U . Emergency Jobs and Unernploy- '
The Displaced Homemaker rnent Assistance act of 1974;
probem is of vital importance to and related Federal Unemploy-
allwomenJ? or older. It is no' mcnt assistance programs. H.R.
less important to younger 10272 also contains a clause
. women. If you arc not' now it prohibiting discrimination a-
displaced homemaker you prob-gainst participants in the
. ably know someone who is. And proposed programs, on the
it could happen to you. . grounds of sex, race, color.
Womcn throughout the nation !eligion, or national origin.
arc working together to solve There arc further stipulations
this vital problem. Legislation regarding the funding' and
is now being drafted on the administration of the D.H.
national as well as state levels. programs. which will be placed
Bills have been presented to under ...thc direction of the
both the House of Representa- Secretary of the Department of
tives and the Senate. The House Health And 'Welfare.
Bill, H.R. 10272, defines the Senate Bill S2541 is very
displaced homemaker as an similar in its construction and
individual who (a) has worked in 'provisions except that it includ-
the house for a substantial csn more detailed instruction'
number of years providing concerning the establishment of
unpaid household services for -the service' centers. It specifies
family members: (b) is not that there will"be maximum of
gainfully employed; (c) has been 30 model 'program centers for
dependent on, Federal assist- outreach, counseling. inform a-
ance but is no longer eligible for' tion and referral and other
such assistance; or (e) has been services for "the .displaced
dependent on the income of homemakers. It also requires
another family member but is no that displaced homemakers will -,
longer supported' by such be employed to the maximum
income. extent possible for the supervis-
ory, technical, and adrninistra- 0
, . .
~TARTS. WE'DNESDA Y
~. 0
Who is'
I'd appreciate it if you would
let me know how you feel on the
issue,
Mike Hoffman
ASBSU President
',-" .- ..- .. '~'.' ,-..,.. ......~,,' ,
No one really hneui;
Not the crowds who cheered him.
Not the women wT,omade love to him.
Not thefamily who reached out to him.
No one until noui. No one until her.
r e
,J
\
j
.1
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Mike Fisher, Student Senator,
Sopbomore:
When it deals with criminal
offenses; Ithink it should Iie up
to the courts to decide whether
in fact the disclosure of, the
source would further the cause
of justice. And if it would, then
definitely I think they. ought to
be forced to disclose it. But if
not, Ithink that you should rely
on the integrity of the press
itself to handle that, instead of
worrying' exactly where he got
his information. And so far as
that goes I think they shouldn't
be forced to.
Annette Guidry, Freshman:
No. I don't believe so. I feci
that if newspaper reporters
were forced to, disclose their
informants identity, people j.}·o~
uld not volunteer helpful infor-
mation. They most likely would
fear themselves getting involv-
ed. Consequently, courts ~uld
have substantially less informa-
tion to work with, and justice
would be obstructed in a subtle
manner. :'
Tim Bower, Sophomore:
I feel that the publisher or
reporter, whoever, for maybe if
it is kind of dramatic you might
say, for the safety of his
informant; no, Idon't think that
they should be forced to disclose
that at all. If it' were really
serious and' close to the case
maybe then possible. With the
case of Watergate, I think that
the reporter was totally in the
right. as' far' as that goes,
Mike MeDonnel, Freshman»
!
It depends on the importance
of the case. If it is more
important to find out who said
'it,-orifiHs more 1mportant-t9
keep the identity" of the person
unknown, arc two real import-
ant questions that not only have
to be asked, but also answered.
A reporter should be able to
keep the identity of his
informants unknown, but then
again the courts should be able
to know if the information is true
and where it same from. It really
depends on the case.
Tnr no VI11G
nrrOITTrn
, i' , ..• '..0 .•• _ ~
by Andy Desilet
Question: Should a newspaper
or any, publication, ns well us
journalists working for that
publication, be forced to dls-
close' the i~entity of their
informants? •
..
Brad Martin:
Non-disclosure of journalistic
sources is not only necessary to
maintain a workable free press,
but also to protect the inform-
ants personal rights. Unless
non-disclosure would hamper
the proper carriage of justice,
infringe 011 other's rights-v-or-:
upset the "state of peace", both
the journalist and his source
should be left alone.
Milie Isbell, Arbiter Reporter,
Freshman:
. l1iefri:edomofihe'prc'ss, as
guaranteed by the First Amend-
ment in the Constitution" is an
unabridged right. And there is
nobody in the United States that
hasany right to amend it, or to I
misuse it, in any way what so
~~ei.Also the right of a reporter
to protcci _his sources is
included in the rights of the
First Amendment.
Dr. A·llen .
Marty. Weber,' ARA Student
Manager, Junior:
Ifeel that in a -certain case that
the judge is wrong in sending a
reporter tojail, due to the fact
that the case is a civil case, and
that it.has been ruled upon, that
a reporter only has to disclose
his source of information in a
criminal case. And I feel that
there is an error in the judge's
part, andthat the freedom of the
press has been infringed upon,
YOUR MOLENAAR'S
REPRESENTATIVES
ON CAMPUS Nothing next year, either. There
is however, in 1979 a solar
eclipse, which should be inter-
esting. '
ARB: \\'llY is astronomy impor-
tant in our lives?
AI: There are a lot of people
excited about astronomy, if not.
'as a' profession, from the
standpoint that there are a Jot of
exciting ideas out there and they
want to find out a little' bit more
about them. From the basic
science standpoint, I think it's
very important. It's becoming
more popular to be interested in
astronomy, with such rnaga-
zincs as 'Astronomy, mainly
pictorials, becoming more popu-
lar.
,
;1
[cont. from page 1]
we do manage to contact as
being advanced to ours. Why
not a species primitive to ours?
AI: Iwould say we arc a younger
race. We've only had radiofor a
few years. We're just begin-
ning. We can only contact
people equal to, or' advanced to
us. People less advanced than
us would not have a sufficient
technology to perceive our
communication.
ARB: We can assume that if
there is one race more advanced
than we are, there are two,
three, or a thousand more
J Pat Rick
Choose From on.r__~""
Our Selection of /I /fJYHlllfJ/l(J
Diamond Jewelry Watches Jewelers
Earri~~~ much ~:~~ants 1207 BROADWAY
ONE OF, YOUR ::"STUDENT. BUYING POWER 'CAR:JDll
REPRESENTATIVES- 2 BLOCKS SOUTH OF BRONCO
STADIUM '.
M jt . 'f ,t ,C " ,
advanced. They probably at.
tempted the same type of
communication we have, at
different stages. Shouldn't we
be able to pick up at least one
broadcast from one race by
now?
AI: We haven't listened very
much. The altitude of people is
a problem. They see it as silly,
not an important part of our
research. It is, and astronomers
are moving in that direction,
. though. ,s:
ARB: Are we in for any big
astronomical happenings in the
near future?
AI: Nothing in the near future.
There's a comet in the sky now,
but it. is a very poor comet.
Feah]ring in PAPERBACK
the Campus TOP TEN:
lHite Report
2.Life After Life
3. Warriors(Jake's 116)
4.Children of Dune
5.Roots
6.Kinflicks
7.Fin2J Days
~. /"\n, ,',. ,,,",, ~~1ftO.. 8;Your Erroneous Zones
UVWl,\ ell'IJl\fv,J 9.Even Cowgirls Get the Blues
10.Lonely Lady :-
in OldBelgravia336~7722
,0/
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TRAVELING LIGHT
Aco
I walked into the SUB last
Tuesday and saw my friend,
Marvin, looking pale and
fearful, sitting in a far corner.
"How goes it?" I greeted him.
"I'm doomed," he clasped his
hands to his forehead,
"Aw, come on. Mid-terms are
over. Cheer up."
He dropped his head into his-·
arms on the table and began to
cry.
"Hey, man," I said, "it can't
be all that bad .,',"
"Oh no." Marvin's voice was
muffled. "just wait 'til you hear
about It."
"Look," I said, "I'll get us
some coffee while you vpull
yourself together."
He was sitting, up straight
again when I got back to the
table .. Except for his swollen
eyes and red nose, he
Iooked pretty O.K. We
drank our coffee. Finally Marvin
said, "Sure wish I had a
. cigarette."
"I didn't know you smoked."
"I don't." He began to sniffle.
"Hey: Marvin. Why don't you
just tell me what's the problem?
Maybe that'll help."
"Well," he began,"last
Thursday I had finished all my
mid-terms and a couple of.the
guys talked me into going to
celebrate. And, and, and .....
"And 'What?" I demanded.
. "And, .. he lowered his voice to
a whisper, "and I got drunk."
He covered his face with his
hands.
"So what?" I asked. "LOts of
people get drunk." .
"But that's not all. What Idid
next is -even worse."
"What did you do next?','
, "Say it. Say it."
~'Iwent home with one of them
and .....
"Yes? Yes?"
, "I, I, I, well, I spent the whole
night at her house," he blurted
out. '''Oh, what would my
mother say if she ever found
out?" . .
"I won't tell." I promised him.
"TIle next morning. I -felt
awful. I even cut classes that
day. In fact. as soon as I had
breakfast; well. after Kay.
that's her name, and I talked a:
bit; actually. it was about lunch
time before I got back to the
dorm. I went to bed and slept all
afternoon and right through the
night. Man, I was beat."
"What's so terrible about what
you've told me? Why do you
, keep saying you're doomed?"
SELL HI-FIEQUIPMENT
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by Sally Thomas
r
"Like, I didn't even get out of
bed until four o'clock Saturday
afternoon. What would my
father say if he knew I had slept
the day away?" Marvin gulped
some of his coffee then looked
around nervously. "Know what
else I did?',' he asked in a
whisper ..
"Tell me," I urged.
"I went out Saturday afternnon
as soon as I-got up jo a," he
hestiated, :'to a liquor store.
And I bought a bottle of
whiskey." He formed the last
word with his lips but no sound
came through. "And that's not
all," he whispered.
"Speak up, Marvin," I said,
"No one can hear you but me."
He glanced around the room.
. "I bought a pack of ·cigarettes.
too. "
"There's no crime in buying
whiskey and cigarettes. Marvin.
And don't worry about your
parents. I'm sure they will never
know anything about it."
"Yes, but," he was whispering
again. "I sat all by myself
Saturday night -- all alone -- and
drank the whiskey and smoked'
,-. cigarettes. Oh, what would my
grandmother say if she knew?"
"Your grandmother doesn't
know, Marvin. And nobody's
going to tell her, least of all
me." I told him. "I don't see
what's the problem. You have-
n't done anything so horrible."
"Oh, yeah?" he asked. "What
about Sunday?
'What about Sunday?"
"It's unspeakable, what I did .
It's the lowest thing a man could
do." His face turned crimson
November 7, 19n t ARBITER I Page 7
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with shame. "I called Kay."
"So?"
"Don't you see? I ealled Kay.
That proves that I enjoyed
myself while I was doing all
those terrible things. I'm
doomed." t.
"What do you think will
happen, Marvin? Is God going
to send the devil after you?"
"You know already!" he cried.
"Know what? I don't know
anything. I was just making a
joke."
"You won't think it's a joke
after I tell you."
"So tell me, already."
"Monday night Iwent over to
Kay's, you know.? And we were
listening to records with the
lights' off, you know? - -And
somebody rang the doorbell.
And Kay opened the door. And
cti n
then, big as life, almost, stood
the devil. He had come to get
me, you know. And I was really
scared and I ran over to the door
and siammed it and locked it
and he went away. But I know
he'll be back."
"Marvin, Monday night was
Halloween. You didn't see the
devil. You just saw a trick-or-
treater dressed to look like the
'devil. .. "
" Are you sure? Halloween? Oh
my gosh.' Halloween? Hey man,
I'm not doomedj'. Boy, thanks a
lot. Am I relieved. '! He got up
from the table and- headed
toward the door.
"Hey, Marvin, where are you
going?"
"Gotta call Kay. Maybesheis'--
free tonight and we can get
together and .i." He was gone.
Jean King ]~---------
[cont.· from p:lge Sj
1) Write to the chairman of the
Sub-Committee of Education
and Labor, Representative A.F ..
"Gus" Hawkins, and urge an
early hearing date.
2) Write your own Representa-
tive in care of the House of
Representatives, Washington,
·D.C. 20515. Ask him or her to
contact Representative Hawkins
and urge an early date. Ask you
Representative to study the
measure and agree to co-spon-
sor it. Keep writing until you get
an answer .. '
3) Call or write the District
Office of your Representative
and. let the staff' know you _
, support for Displaced Homema-
ker Legislation.
4) Write to each ofthe members
of the Sub-Committee at the
House of Representatives and
request an early hearing date.
Their names are: A.F. Hawkins;'
P. Mink; W. Cloy; A.H. Quie;
and J. Buchanan.
Senate Bill S2541 has not even
been assigned to a Sub-Commit-
tee for a hearing unless it has
been done since I recieved my
last communication concerning
it. Write, concerning action of
ALL SUBJECTS
Fast. professional,' and proven
quality. Choose. from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the
current edition of our 220 page
mail order catalog. I
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IDAHO AVE, No.206-E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
. research purposes only.--------------
.. .
_____ ~••_ ..~_: ~~_ ~;- ..-~-.--"-- ..... ,;..__ .-"' __4'._-:--- ._.__ ~ .~,_'_. -;. _ ~,._•.•
52541, to the Chairman of the
Labor and Public Welfare
Committee.' Senator Harrison
Williams, as welt as letters to
the Senators from your state in
care of the United States
Senate, Washington D.C.
20510.
Some state have already
passed Displaced Homemaker
legislation. Other states are
drafting bills. Among drafting
states are Idaho, Mississippi,
Georgia; South Dakota, Mon-
tana, Washington. Oregon,
Texas. New Mexico. Arkansas,
and Oklahoma.
"Never underestimate the
.. power of a woman," is a .
quotation so widely used that it
has been robbed of much of its
deeper meaning. Now is the
time to prove the hidden muscle
il!. that familiar old quote.
Women are the guiding streng-
th of the nation and this is the
time to put that strength to good
use. If women of alI ages were to
get solidly behind this much
needed legislation, miracles
could be accomplished. Letters
alone could do the ~ck.·
. What ever. age we' chance to
be, there is another quote we
would do well to remember, and
perhaps live by: "People
become old when 'they do more
and more things for the last time
and less and less things for the
first time," Some 'of us are
getting younger every ·day.
JIM BROWN
Nov. 8 & 9 Bpm-Tl pm
JACK GISH JERRYMORAN
Nov~ 10-'12 8pm-l1pm
lUll ..-,....-. n
" .... ." .~.::;<
.."'-:;T-..w.;¥~~·-'~~·~~.'"~;~~~·~'~~.~i.~~~.~
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PEOPLE
by Ron Fergu50n
by Mark Brough
1. What do bums cry out in
"TIle Beat Goes On"?
2. Who played AI Capone in
"The Untouchables"?
3. TIle powerblackout of New
York City in 1965 inspired what
Doris Day film three years later?
4. TIle cartoon characters "Tom
and Jerry" swim with what
actress in "Dangerous'N'lmn
Wet"? .
5. According to Bob Dylan,
where i~ the answer? .
6. Fess Parker played "Davy
Crocker" in several Disney
episodes. Who played his good
friend Georgie Russel?
ffi@ 83eJ
. BY HOFFMAN
NOW THAT I'VE Fr~~lY
DECIDED To BUr A CAR
I't'! HAV/N'rr A HECK Of A
TiI'IE OEcIOINCt WHAT
! Wl'lfJT;
Stump TRIVI T
7. In "Gues~ Who's Coming to
Dinner", Katherine Hepburn's
daughter was played by her
real-life niece. Name- her.
8. What month is mentioned in
the song "I am a Rock"?
9. What was-the name of the
cross-eyed lion in "Daktari"?
to. In what film did Jane Powell
sing "It's a Most Unusual
Day'!?
-Answers on page 14
IT I::;T A rAe-T or 1-\\5TORY.. Tl-IAT 11-\~ GE:RM/>N F'COPI.£.
1-lAV£ OMLYSO&.~D \.WICE:..
AAD mAT VAS VORLD VAR I
Al-lD VORLD VAR Ir. '.;.
--l
A PUppy CAR!
11!'1 NoT 9JRt wHeTHeR.
IIVAIlI, A /31(; fXPEN51VE
CAR oR.. A 5fWi £CDN0I"l1
C.A~,CJR. il'lfr't13t (:.VtN A
TRoc,.K,:. 1.
,1
~NE.Ve~f2£;I1I-I"2.tO Wliti;
1\ TOtJ(JH OED';;-
ALRI6J-lTI TH,EREillS!
JIJ5T WHAT I've etc/v
LOOKldI(r FOR!
--._--~
, J
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Music dept. to present
joint concert Nov. 11
On Friday evening, Nov. 11, Talc) written 10 a play by C.F.
the Boise State University • Ramuz. This work is a chamber
Music Department will present play told through music (cham.
a-joint concert by the Percussion ber orchestra), narration (narr-
Ensemble and the Opera Theat- atdr and two speakers), mime
er in the Special Events Center. and dance. First performed in
Under the direction of Dr. Lausanne in September of 1918,
John Baldwin, Associate Prof- The Soldier's Tale was designed
essor of Music, the Percussion to be a small scale musical play,
Ensemble will open the program easily portable for touring
with Gary Bolinger's prize-win- through Europe's villages and
njrrg .~omposition .Cade, follow- .Jiamlets. ._. . ~.__......., _
cd by J .C. Combs' composition . The ingredients of the Talc
from 1976 entitled Shakes, revolve around the weary
Rattles, and Rolls which uses a homeward soldier who is conf-
variety of ethnic percussion ronted by the devil, who swaps
instruments; his fabulous book for the
Kotrab, by Richard, Kvistad, soldier's violin. After teaching
is a rhythmic development of a the devil to play the violin the
famous snare drum theme: the soldier returns' to his village
opening solo in the second only to find that his family,
movement of Bartok's Concerto sweetheart and friends no
for Orchestra. Henry Cowell's longer know him. The soldier
OstinatoPianissimo from 1934 discovers that the new wealth he
is a delicately conceived, Orien- has acquired through the devil's
tal-type composition. The parts book has not really brought him
for the eight performers are of happiness at all, only misery.
various lengths, and each is The soldier's life is empty
repeated in different rhythmic without the violin, therefore his
form. 'In this way a rhythmic goal is to retrieve the violin from
structure and texture of extreme the devil.
complexity is built up from The soldier wins back his
many simple clements. violin by engaging the devil in a
. The Percussion Ensemble will card game, during which he lets
close the first part of the concert the devil win all his mqney and
with John Beck's Overture for, wealth, which in turn weakens
Percussion En~emble. the devil's holdover the soldier,
'After intermission, the BStJ and the soldier regains his'
Opera, Thoater .directed by ,beloved instrument. He now
William Taylor, Professor of proceeds to usc his, violin to
Music, ~iIl present (he premier enable~ him to .weave a magic
Idaho performance of Igor '. spell, awakening a sleeping
Stravinsky's unique work L'Hi· .princess, and winning her hand.
r- sroire du Soldat (The Soldier's The soldier and his princess
BEAUTIFULlADms AND
BEAUTIFUL SNOW go together
In the Canadian Cariboos. Katie
Morning, Bonn.ie Wiggle, Judy
Nagle and their guide, MIke,
ClU1 be Been "IN SEARCH OF
SKIING", a feature length film
produced and narrated by ,
WAHREN MILLER. This exelt-
lng, adventure ,film sponsored
head back to the frontier in
hopes of again returning to the
soldier's village, but it is
deemed that having too much of
everything (both his princess,
and being able to return home)
is "too milch."
As he crosses the frontier, the
devil is again able to cast his
spell over the soldier. The play
ends with the soldier being led
off by "the---l1evrl";'-with the'
princess calling to the soldier,
but to no avail.
Participants in this Opera
Theater production include:
Mime and Dance--Barbara Lin.
genfelter, Marie Murray, Joni
Damiano; Narrator-Gerald Mo-
relock; and Speakers- Rodney
Daughterty, Robery Lemmon.
Staff members' arc; William
Taylor, Director; Marie Murray,
Costumes; Barbara lingenfelt-
er. Props; and Steve Dingmann,
Sets and Lighting. Wilber Elliot
will conduct the -seven piece
orchestra including the follow-
ing persons: Barbara Samball,
Violin; Joseph Baldassarre,
Bass; Jim Hopper, Clarinet;
Sara Blood, Bassoon; Melvin
Shelton, ,Trumpet; Michael Sa- .
rnball, Trombone and John
Baldwin. Percussion.
Admission for this combined
Percussion Ensemble and Opera
Theater Concert: scheduled for
8:15 pm on Friday evening,
November 11, in the BSU
Special Events Center, will be:
adults, $2.00; students and
senior citizens, $'1.00; and BSU
faculty /staff/students, free.
by the Outdoor Activities Center
will be presented at the Special
Events Center on Novembei' IS
at 8:00 p.m,
'~T ~,." ... - •• ~ .. - •• , ~ •• ~ ~., '~ ••
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Ballet folk dance
company well
·received
by Aleta Fairchild artists; the women were dressed
as nymphs in white and the men
The Ballet Folk dance company as Pan-like satyrs.
of Moscow, Idaho was well The show abruptly. turned
received last Wednesday l\.iE~_L.._,._£I.~s.sjs:_a1..withHPasDe Trois, ", ,_ .... . •
asfhey performed for an aimost the third selection. The 19th
full house at the Special Events . century Royal Danish Ballet was
Center for senior citizens, but the source of the ballet style of
BSU students and faculty were this piece. The last selection,
also there when the curtain went "Viva La Company," portrayed
up. a day in the life of a dance
The first segment of the troupe, complete with carefully
performance, "Watercolors," planned "mistakes."
consisted of ballet and interpe- The crowd certainly enjoyed
tive dance performed with songs them; the company came out for
by Cat Stevens, Joni Mitchell, three bows before the applause
Janis Ian, and Elton John, ceased. .1
among others. George Montague, ballet mast- I
For the next part of the er of the troupe, says they willj
program, "Immitations of Im- probably be coming to Boise
mortality," a huge Maxfield again early next, spring, so if
Parrish painting served as the you're interested in dance, be
fantasyland backdrop' far the watching for the Ballet Folk:
~ " .. '. ... • ~ ~ .... _.... •••• I ..:. ' ~ • - ~
"',- " ...... --, -',"--' " -.----_. "'-:-- ;--: -- .,-.':""~.-..~.-. '-''"'r.'''',''''
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Film fades in ...
Bronco Stadium, Saturday afternoon, as Homecoming
Week culminates with the big game between arch-rivals
ISU and BSU. Fade out .
..
iii I eS'VI6W
I) aco .ng
Floshbock. Monday, Mu . Phi ,Epsilon .sponsoreso pi~ throw.
Soon attentionis>focused on Table Rock, where
. below it; a white B, is char.coaled. '. .... . . .
Photos by
Ron· Ferguson
Patti Quong
Rick Tavlor
'Dick Selby
.: Rob Williams
Text "i
Rici< Mattoon
•• ~.,-,-"._,~ .•..:"" .. ~'-~"-'-'I-~""'~ .,,-- .•.-, ,._,,'''''''' .
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The snow didn't fall; it came in
endless horizontal sheets roaring
in from out of the south powered by
sizty mile-an-hour winds. Visibility
was only about three feet, less
during the gusts.
Ted pulled his head back into the
dim interior of the tent and brushed
the snow from his hair .• 'No change
that I can sec. At least the wind's
keeping the snow from building up
on the ridge.",
The dismal wail of the wind was
as loud as a large jet taking off. and
accelerated particles of snow and
icc became tiny bulIets to sting and
blind.
"Bet it's building up on the
windward side of the tent," Frank
_said stmi,!g_up at the wall of the
tent, and then shifted his position
in his sleeping bag for the
thousandth time.
Ted nodded and snuggled back
down in his high-loft down sleeping
bag. "WelI, it's gotta break soon;
it's been three days;"
"That's what I like about it up
here, nobody has any control. The
weather up here doesn't have to do
anything. It might beIikc this for
another three days,"
"Yeah, well, if it doesn't break
soon, my mind's gonna.' Ted
watched the sides of the red nylon
tent flap viciously. "Besides, we've
only got enough food for two more.
days. Then we'II have to back down
to base. camp."
"You worry too much ~ Try an'
relax; get some sleep;" Frank said
- dreamily, closing his eyes and
smiling faintly.
"I'm tired of sleeping." Ted
turned his back on his partner. He
listened to'the steady drone outside
and cursed himself for not bringing
that other book back at base camp
in his pack: He had read the only
paperback he had brought twice
and every other scrapof paper and
container with words on it ten or
twelve times. He wondered how
Frank could stand the waiting: he
hadn't even brought anything to
read, just stared at the walls of the'
'tent or slept.
Sometime in the distant past, it
seemed, they had started up" the
southeast ridge of Chogolisa. They
had .labored for two days in bright
,sunshine to about twenty-two
thousand . feet. Then, during a
glorious sunset. that .turned the
Karakoram intoa fairyland in some
Grimm talc, ha and Frank had
leveld a spot and anchored their'
tent. to the icc-clad' ridge with ice
screws. It had been a good climb
with perfect weather. Then, that
evening, they noticed the altimeter
drop slightly and a thin line of dark
clouds appeared to the southwest.'
"You know, this is a famous
route," Frank said, bringing Ted
out of his thoughts. ,
"Yeah, I know."
"Probably the greatest. moun-
taineer that" ever climbed' in the,
Ka~akoram," '
Ted roIled onto his back. "I
never thought much of him. -Too '
much like the Old Gaurd back in
Yosemite."
"WelI. anybody that can do a
. solo first ascent on Nanga Parbat,
an eight. thousand meter peak, is
the greatest in my book. Just
imagine what it took to go on alone
Iik('~that. He spent a night up there
without any bivouac gear and' lost
his, right big toe to frostbite."
Ted wassilentfor a moment. "1
guess you're right. Pid a couple of
eight thousand meter peaks around
here, too,"
Frank nodded. "He was the
greatest,"
"Late In, the evening of June
20th, licit for Chogollsa. Hermann
folIowed my markers early the next
morning. He had calculated on
three days for the _attempt. We
Intended to carry the tent along
as a 'moving altitude' camp. The
South-East Ridge would take us to
the shimmering mof-topwhlch had
been unsuccessfully attempted as
early as 1909 by the Italians.
Hermann was at a peak of fitness, a
fact which he even noted down in
his diary. On June, 24th, we
reached the Kaberisattel [21,000
ft.]; the next day took us to 22,000
ft. On June 26th, we were unable to
leave the tent because of bad'
weather."
'" * *
nSplit
Berne L. Jackson
preparation for the morning.
Just as Frank had predicted. the
sun rose into a cloudless sky from
ov~-;: the seven thousand meter
Golden Throne, a few miles to the
east on the Pakistan/Chinese
.border. Having slept with their
boots to keep them supple, they
puiled them on and donned their
big expedition coats and crawled
out into the brilliant sunlight.
The snow and icc on the ridge
reflected the sun's rays. doubling
their strength. and the increased
ultraviolet radiation made high-
altitude glasses and greasy glacier
- cream necessary. The air was calm
but bitterly cold, and far below
under the north face of Chogolisa.
light fluffy clouds covered the
Boltoro Glacier where their 'base
camp was located. Across the
Boltoro to the north was the area of
smowy peaks called the Gashc-
brum group with Gashebrum lover
eight thousand meters. To the
west, a wispy cloud cap shrouded
the nearby summit of Mashebrum,
Also, to the .west~and just to th .
esouth of Mahebrum, Nanga
Parbat appeared hazy and cloud-
like on the distant horizon. The
biggest of all. K2, was hidden by
the great bulk of Chogolisa, but
this massive pyramid of rock and
icc would be visible from the
summit.
While Ted was strapping on his
crampons, Frank wandered around
near the cornice overhanging the'
north face. To Ted. he looked to be
too close to the edge of the fragile
lip of snow and ice. He was about to
say something, then' decided not to
figuring Frank had enough exper-
ience in these mountains to know
what he was doing. ,
Ice ax in hand, Frank came back
over to the tent. "You oughta go
over there and take a look. Pretty
wild. all those' avalanches. Can't
sec the base. though."
Shaking his head, 'red pulled off
his coat and stuffed i't into the
bottom of his summit pack .• 'This
is dose enough for me to that
edge." .
.Frank laughed .and stuffed his
coat into his pack. jllso throwing in
a rope. Ted chucked to see that the
entrance to the tent' .was ;ecurc ..
"You ever sec those pictures
Diemberger took 'up there at
twenty-three thousand?"
Ted nodded and shuddered. He
'had seen the photos of the tracks
arid the split on the, ridge two
thousand -feet below the summit.
Frank shook his head. "I've
never figured it out. Impossible to
miss. "
"Well. we're not going to have
that problem if we have to go back
to' the base and wait to make
another attempt later." Ted tolled
onto his stomach and groped
around inside his big double boot.
"I suppose. You know, in three
trips to the Karkorarn and five
summits. this is the best weather
I've seen here." .
"What?'.'
"Yep. When we did K21astyear,
we were in our tents eight .days
waiting out a storm. The year.
before, we had two six-day storms
when we did Gashebrurn Ill,"
Frank elaborated, a hint of pride in
his voice.
Ted. shook his head and pulled
his watch and two instruments
from his boot: "Six thirty,"
'''A.M. or P.M.?"
"P.M;, I think. Hey," he said,
. peering at a smaII round' instrum-
ent, "the altimeter's risen a little.
It's almosttwenty nine, forty one,"
"Ho,ho, good weather tomor-
row,", Frank crowed. His Whole
manner seemed to change sudden-
ly.
Ted's brow creased as he looked
at Frank and then his thermometer.
"Inside temp's about twenty-five
which means it's still fifteen out
there,"
Frank turned onto his side, his
face contorted in a broad smile.
"Who cares? We'II he climbing
'tomorrow. We should make the
summit easy by noon,"
Ted looked skeptical. "Well,
w'e'll see tomorrow. Sounds like it's
still gusting pretty good out there
to me," He wondered at his
partner's, change of attitude.
They'd been shut up in there forso
long, maybe Frank had gone over
the edge. Sudden changes were not
like him.
"Aw, come on, don't be so
negative." Frank was still smiling
brightly. "You wanna play another
game of hearts?"
"Now you know you always beat
me," Ted replied. "Don't you ever
get tired of winning?" "Nope."
He dug out the well worn deck of
cards from his boot, and after
shuffling, dealt' the hands. They
played until midnight, Frank
winning every game; and then they
decided to' get some sleep in
*--:-g,,;;;j,i-:Wi"
Sustained. That's what every-
body says. They say don't even
consider it if you aren't committed
to go the whole distance: Once into
it, you can't turn around.' No
turning back. Good protectlon.
though". Good rack. Good belay
stance and anchor.rflood place to
die. Good god, what am I doing
here?
At a distance, they ~ould have
appeared only as green and red
specks against the sparkling white
granite apron sweeping out from
mid-wall on the two-thousand-foot
buttress. Rob and Todd sat on a
good ledge where the 'Iow angle
· apron intersected the vertical
upper wall. A scraggly looking pine
about eight feet tall .grew near the
· right end of the ledge and small
· clumps of purple flowers hung from
incipient cracks in the wall above.
"It's your lead," Todd said
handing the rack of chocks over to
his partner.
Accepting them, Rob looked up
and nodded.
"You don't look too happyabout
it," Todd grinned.
"You k~ow why, too," Rob still
surveyed th.e upcoming fead. .
He laughed. "WelI, I'd do it for
you; but you know how it is."
"Yeah, I know."
"Besides, 'I've done it before.
Remember?" Todd said, and
then taking his ax and shouldering
his pack, he started up the ridge
staying about twenty feet from the
crest of the ridge. Frank fell in
behind. and they were soon in the
wedding-march-like mountain
step: one or two breaths per step.
Later. near thesummit, it would be
eight or ten gasps for every step.
The slope wasn't particularly
steep, twenty-five to thirty deg-
rees, but the cold thin air drained
their energy quickly and m'ade
breathing painful.
Two hours after they started,
they came to the top of a small peak
on the ridge. They stopped for a
breather and gazed down at the
.small saddle a hundred or so feet
below' them. Gasping. Frank
pointed. "That's where' the' split
was!'
, Ted nodded, his chest heaving,
and he leaned on his icc ax.
* ** .**
"Junte 27til brought beautiful
weather' and we reached a sn'IRI',
saddle after climbing over a small
doublc-chacked, the nylon runner
string around the tree. They were
both attached to it. " And I
wouldn't want to deprive you of
leading the hardest pitch of the
climb!'
"Thanks, You're al(heart," .
TIlat' s what it'~ takes. Psych
yourself up now. Come on,breathe
deep and slowly, in and out, in and
out, Don'tIook 'up at it. Get your
head down. Thar's it; breathe. You
can do it Yo~'ve got'thestranith',
You've gotthe ability. You've got
, the commitment. You have to; you
can't climb down that mother. Too
fast" Slow that breathing down.
Empty your mind ..' There, that's it,
relax. Nothin' up there you car't
handle; Just keep moving and
you'll be all right. You'll be just
fine. Todd 'has 'c~nfidence in you.
He's got 'you if y"ou peel, so ,you
ain't going anywhere.
Rob looked up from the vast
expanse of~ock spread out bclow
them.
"You ready?"
Rob nodded, "Climbing!'
, The two inch wide vertical crack
was immediately difficult, and'Rob
placed three chocks in the first ten
feet. Jamming the toes of his boots
and his fists jnto, th~ .crack, he
moved slowly and steadily .. The
rack of aluminum cliocks clanked at
his side, and the scent of the pine
subsidiary summit on the ridge:
23,000 ft. and a rest. Anly 2,000 ft.
of vertical height remained to be
climbed'." .
* * * **
They crossed the saddle and
continued upward. Every step was
painful. Ted thought the clouds
down on the Bolotoro looked like
they had come up higher on the
Gashebrum group, but he could
have been mistaken: the rarified air
was distorting his vision. He
planted his eyes just in front of
where he was placing his boots,
and tried not to think of the
remaining two thousand feet. He
could hear Frank kicking steps
behind him. but he didn't waste the
energy to look back and speak. He '
concentrated on keeping his
distance from the ridge crest and
on keeping his rhythm as unbroken
as possible. For two and a half
hours. they crawled up the spotless
white ridge like two druggt;dflies.
Ted 'looked· up and realized he
h;d strayed dangefl~usly close to
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tne corntce, ourtnat drdn't bother
him as much as the clouds which
were now swirling just below the
ridge crest on the north. Looking
around, he saw the same on the
south, and they were steadily
rising. The ridge below where they
had just come up was now
completely. covered.
"We got trouble," Ted gasped
hoarsely as Frank came up to him. '
Frank followed his point and
nodded.
* * * *
"As we moved on, clouds
suddenly drove across the ridge
and we found ourselves In the
midst, of a white-out. Storm, a
desperate storm, started up; At
24,000 ft. Buhl, turned around,
shouting that we would have to
tum back before the wind and snow
obliterated our tracks, possibly
'luring us too close to the cornice."
*. *' * * *
There was no wind but the' snow
I' I; \4 1\"'" '*','\$: ± ''&-** e ? (_1 '2 415 h
came out of the clouds surrounding
the ridge in a flat white wall
indistinguishable from the ridge
,it~elf. White-out.
Ted descended as fast as he
, dared with Frank close behind. The
visibility was so bad that Ted
couldn't sec his partner only five or
six feet behind him, only hear him,
and their morning tracks appeared
l .only three feet ahead in the velvety
white atmosphere. Although the
snow was filling -.their tracks
, rapidly, Ted could still make out
their outlines, At least Frank had
fresh ones to follow, Ted thought as
the terrain leveled somewhat. The
- saddle, he thought and -then
shivered. He could still hear Frank
-bebind him so he hurried on. Just
as he felt the tracks start to ascend
to the small subsidiary peak, Ted
felt a tremor through the snow. He
knew what it was, he had been
feeling them every day of the
climb, but he didn't stop, A couple
of minutes later when he reached
the top of the small summit. he
stopped to listen.
* * * * *
"We went down. I was in front.
The Ice-axe holes beside our tracks
were hardly visible. Suddenly the
snow-surface vibrated. I jumped to
the right and moved a bit Iurthcr
down. Then I stopped. Where was
Hermann? Mlnutes later I realized
that he had disappeared, that he
had left the track nr.d moved on to
the cornice .... " ..
* * * * *
, Tell' wailed' for fifteen minutes
and then a break in the clouds
swept over Chogolisa very sudden-
ly and he could see the entire upper
ridge and the saddle. It was a
picture he had seen before: the
Diemberger photograph of an
empty. ridge with a line of tracks
and the split.
Quoted paragraphs from Hermann
Buhl's Lust Climbs. Kurt Diember-
ger, "Mountain 36", June, 1974.
came billowing up to him on the smooth. The crack seemed the'- to move fast and use what you can.
heat of the day. Insects buzzed same and his legs began to shake Just go for it!'
around him and over the snow- again. ,Easy for him to say. tied to that
white surface of the' rock as sweat My god, where arc the' hand- tree down there. I don't care if he
trickled off his forehead and into holds? There ain't nothin' up here! was the first to do it. What to do?
his eyes and mouth. Twenty feet Damn tension shakes'Il probably" What to do? Go down? Worse than
up. he came to a bulge. There was make me lose my footing. Gotta going up. probably. Remember.
a good foothold just.offto the side calm down; breathe slowly. relax they, said you can't turn around
of the crack, so he buried his right your mind. There, that's it. Calm once you're on it. Can't stay here
arm deep in the rock. and stopped "down, Make those legs stop all day. Gotta move. Look at all
to rest. shaking. Now, try again, try again those bugs out there on the face.
"How's it going?" Toddcalled' for that handhold you can't see, but Wonder why they're up here?
up., has to be there. Hope there ain't none in this crack.
Rob breathed heavily and wiped Your left hand ain't gonna stay in His breathing ncar normal. Rob
. the sweat from his eyes. ','Not too this jam all day. Feel: .irregular- started out again. He moved
badso far. Looks nasty up, ahead." ities, flakes, converging crack, smoother and faster now having
"That's one word for it," Todd 'anything. Nothing. Goddamn jam's been. over this section before.
commet1te<1. "You'd better keep slippingl Sonofabitchin' tension Reachi,ng his high point, thesame
moving or you'll burn-out- too shaJces arc back. Hand's ~nppin', parallel-sided crack confronted
soon!' Gotta get back down to that good ,,' him. He wiggled and writhed
Rob nodded. "pay attention jam and loothold. Can't go back. trying to secure a grip in the crack,
now." Gotta go back. God damn! and the chocks jangled merrily.
.He cautiously inched his feet aji He regained the good starice Inching his feet higher and trusting
high in the crack as he dared, then b'dow the bulge and hung' there to a manky jam, his rightfistflnally
stood slowly, feeling ,frantically . tremblillg. lodged high above his head.
about in the crack above with his "What happened?" Todd c(llled "All right!" Todd shouted.
left hand for a good jam. His legs up. "Boogie it now!" '
shaki~g, he decided on a question- "Where the hell are all the Rob scrambled now, his breath
able jam, and rose up on straight handholds?" Rob barked down at short and ragged, and his hands
legs. Because of the bulge's his grinning partt)er: . and feet slipping. His hair in his
overhang, most of his _weight was' "Alii't none. Just jams." , .eyes,- he tossed 'hishead and
on ,his arms: ,He' pulled hi~ right "Fucking erack's'too parallef to pulled himself around the bulge.
hand outof its secure position and get a good jam up on the bulge." He then secured both hands Within
started searching for another' "Whci said anything about good the crack ...
purchase. His hand danceJl,-over jams?" ....Holy shit!" Rob exclaimed, his
the. rock like ,a frightened:spider, "YQu'rea hell of a lot of help." eyes wild.
but the bulge was bowling ball Todd laughed. "You'lljusthave "Hey, super-climber, you made
it. It's easy now up to the ledge."
"Hopefully." Rob slipped a
couple of chocks into the crack and
clipped the rope to them. Then,
still shaking, he jammed. up the
crack on lower angled rock to the
broad. brush, covered ledge that
marked the end of the climb and
the way off the buttress. He clipped
into a bolt there and 'sat down. his
chest heaving. "Off belay!"
A couple Ofmi'nutes later. Todd's
voice floated up. "You ready up
there?"
"Yeah. Climb ahead."
"Climbing."
Wow, what a c1imbl What a lead.'
And they say it's one of the most
difficult leads in the valley. Far out!
Idid it, I really did it. Wait till they
.hearabout this down in Camp
Four. The Old Gaurd is gonna be
green with envy. Second ascents,.
arc always listed in the guidebooks. ,
And it wasn't nearly as hard as I
thought it would be: Why, now'that
I think of it, it was almost' easy!
Todd'pulled himself \?ver the lip
of the ledge and plopped down
besid~ RO,b. "Hey, old buddy, you
really climbed it," he said and Rob
grinned. '
"Aw. It wasn't much. Pretty
poor style if you ask me,"
, "Who gives a shit about style?"
Todd' patted him on the back.
"Corne on, let's go get a beei'."
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Film cuts to Saturday, where the Broncos
played before the cheering fans.
c November7,
;. ~
Flash bock to Tuesday, where another football game is being
played· the Toilet Bowl The intense rivalry between TKEsand
IKs is evident as the players play with a determination' and
fierceness not usually seen in flag football. The next day, results of
the game are determined by the number of frat boys hobbling
around on crutches.
Film cuts back to Sofurdoy, as the Bronco offense
is chewing, up time and yardage on the stubborn
;,;. '
Bengal-'defense: -
TKE's'W,in classic
by Joc Brennan
In the 28th annual Tau Kappa
Epsilon Toilet Bowl game, the
TKEs were victorious by a score
of 18-14, over the Intercollegiate
Knights: It was the 3rd
consecutive Toilet Bo~1 game
won by the TKEs. The IKs were
dominant in the first' half, with
the halftime score of 14-12. over
the TKEs. The second half was
rough, and neither team scored
until the last 13 seconds. when
Paul Longstreth fired a pass to
Bryce Smith to score a touch-
down and win the game for the
TKEs. The Toilet Bowl has been
a tradition at BSU since 1949,
and has been sponsored by Tau
Kappa Epsilon since 1971, as
part of the homecoming activit-
ies. The losing team was
presented with the "traditional
trophy" after the game -- "the
Toilet Bowl." Both teams then
went up to Barber Park for a
friendly get together. which has
also been part of the Toilet Bowl
Tradition.
- The annual Powdcrpuff Gam~
was won by the" I.K. 's. women
team who defeated the TKE's
womcn team by a .score of 12-6.
. Tlie womcn played a rough
game as the I.K. 's controlcd the
first half on two runs to make
the seorc '12-0. In the second
half the TKEs 'tried to .rally
back, but they could onlyscorc
six points which came on a-run
with six mlnutcs remaining in
the annual classic. -:,"'.
reskih dazzles crowd
by Mark Ellsworth
The amazing Kreskin made an
appearance at the SUB 'Ballroom
last Wednesday night. i\nd
quite an appearance it was,
The show, slightly delayed by
some homecoming activities,
started 'about 8:30. He was .
introduced as a man who had
developed a different form of
communication that the human
race may 'notdiscover for
another 50 years.
Kreskin started things off by
collecting 'threevrings from
different subjects in the audi-
ence.Heclaimed this was a
trick he had been offered
$15,000 . to reveal and had
repeatedly refused to perform
on television. He 'thentook the
solid rings', wrapped them
around a pencil like object, then
displayed them to the audience.
They were hooked together, in a
chain ..He let the people that had,
given the rings examine them,
then proceeded to I'ullthem
apart .. The, crowdwas bedazz-
'led.
Everything 'he did, Kreskin
explained, was done 9Y natural
and scientific methods, and
were by no means illusions or
magic tricks. He also comment-
ed that his abilities were innate
in everyone. and anyone could
learn to do them.
Then came'the mind reading
part of the show. He asked
everyone in the audience to
write something, on a piece' of
paper. then place the' papers in,'
envelopes that, he passed
around. They were then placed,
under chairs, or shoes in the I
audience. Hidden. There was no
way Kreskin could sec them. He
then' chose various members of
the crowd, guess what they had
written down, then recite their
addresses, phone numbers,
girlfriends' bust measurement~.
, " and what ever else popped into
the subjects' minds. This was a
perfect demonstration of Kres-
kin's incredible abilities.
Kreskin appeared relaxed and
, had a good grip on the crowd. he
seemed to be. tbroughly enjoy-
ing himself, and said that-his
preformances throughout the
last fifteen years had brought
him mich joy. .
To conclude the mind-reading
part of the show, he took some
, volunteers. and offered to have
them hide' his paycheck from
BSU while he left the room. He
said that ih the hundreds of
times he has performed this, he
had despairingly failed four or
five times. The .check was well '
hidden, and for a moment' it
looked like Kreskin was stump-
ed, but he did find it.
After a short intermission;
Kreskin put about forty volun-
teers in "hypnotle" states
(which he refused, to term as
hypnosis) . and staged some
rather comical entertainment for
the .rest of the crowd;
The performance altogether
lastedovertwo and a half hours. '
but it was so tight and
fast-paced that It seemed to zip
by a lot faster than that. Kreskin
is a top-notch showman and
entertainer and gave BSU one of
the hottest performances of the
season.
Flasback to the SUB ballroom, as Kreskin
shoWs800 people 'why his first first name is
Amazing.
,;'
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Wagner creates memories
Park" was succeeded by "Porc-
upine," the pianist's concluding
number, and as quickly as it had
started the concert ended amid
the appreciative' audiences ap-
'plause.
Lasting impressions are held
in wake of the concert;
amazement at such highly tuned
skills at the keyboards. surprise
at the ease at which Wagner
couid twist an old standby tune
into'. something uniquely dif-
ferent and interesting. Such
artistry and innovation comcs
rarely to Boise State, and
congratulations to the Programs
Board and Bill ,Kassis are
extended for their work and
, time. Hopes are that they can
continue to bring to hungry
audiences this type of high
energy and skill on a recurring
·basis. It was greatly appreciat-
ed.
Wagner spoke of a music shop
visited in New York two weeks
past; his experiences at the shop
were the inspiration for "Music
Box #1,#2, and #3, -a
melancholy three part number
of days gone by. The Justin
Hayward/Moody Blues song,
"Nights in White' Satin",
brought 'out Wagner's true
genius as he held the audience
spellbound with the tormented.
wildly passionate composition;
it was his best effort of the
. night. "Humptulips". his inter-
pretation of a Washington coast
town, came on with the spirit of
a bawdy port side tavern,not
leaving out the' salt water and
'rulll soaked brawls of yester-
year.
by Terry McGuire
Exuberant blends of classical,
jazz, and pop melodies filled the
Special Events Center Thursday
night. as Sun Valley pianist
Walt Wagner brought his
special magic to Boise State's
Homecoming" celebrations. Wa·
gner, who studied seriously his
craft for sixteen years, played
before an appreciative audience
'for two hours. Admittedly
nervous on the outset, one could'
see his energies flow into the
keys, as if an extension of his
person.
Opening with a collage of
songs including "The SixWives
of Henry VIII", Wagner turned
the audience into his plaything,
mystifying us all with his skills.
Off the Caprice album came the
spirited "Jamboree" and the
introspective "Dove". two of
Wagner's own. His skill so
finely tuned, he could- move
from the jazz formations he's
known for, to Chopin, to Strauss
and the "2001" overture.
Intermission was followed bv
the first keyboard rendition of
Mason Williams "Classical G·
as", hindered none by his
interpretation of the pop classic.
"Flashback", another Wlig~
ncr composition, was a moody,
spirited piece that came on as ~
musical looking glass into the
pianist's life. One minute it was
light, the next a tempest into the
darker times of his life.'
Intermixing the beautiful mel-
ody was his flights into jam', his
fingers iturning into a blur of
motion and high energy.
'Jimmy Webb's "MacArthur
This reviewer's usual negati-
vely charged afterthoughts of a
musical offering have been
humbled. With the customary
slights at the performance
foresaken, I sit in awe: it was a
truely amazing show, the best in
memory.
Film cuts to the Special Events Center,
where Walt Wagner shows why his first
name should be good, and his middle name,
entertainment.
Film cuts back to' Saturday where Alan
White arid Bobbie Lunt are lead onto the
field as Mr. Bronco and Queen.
Flash back to Thursday" where Bronco Stadium is once again the center' of 'Homecoming, this time in the crazy
atmosphere of (Almost) Anything Goes. Driscoll Hall defends its titie despite last second efforts of, next-door-
neighbor Hall.
ps..22& . ..--.,
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.lFilm cuts to Saturday, as the Bronco defense is chewing up a stubborn ISOoffense. Film fades.
Soon words appear on the screen:
"This film is started and ended with football. And mixed in was the fun
and zaniness of a typical Homecoming Week. But this year, a new
dimension was added at BSU..A theme - titled "A tribute to Ray
Mittleider." BoiseState University 'decided that they wanted to dedicate
their biggest social week of the year to defeat a disease that had taken
the life of one of .its fine young students. The disease is cancer. In a,
sense; BSUis saying, "We want to help defeat cancer so no more of. '
our fi~e young students will be subjected to its slow pain and slc:'w
death"
. .
Film fades out.
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and occupational information
with an individual.
rather than strengthen the say about the matter:
sccic-economlc system (corpor- "If the death penalty is taken
ate capitalism) so 'dear 'to the away, the duty and right of the
hearts of rightists. What's state to mete out punishment
frightening about this situation, moves from the magic darkness
though, is that if the treaty is of religious conceptions into the
rejected and fighting breaks out field of rational reflection. Once
in Panama, the right could very the death penalty is questioned, "If thought through to its
well push us into another punishment as such becomes ultimate consequence, the re-
foreign war. questionable; ... this alone ex- ,moval,of the death penalty
One further example of the 'plains the passion with which ' would change the nature of the
zombie-like mental condition of the question of the death state; it would be the anticlpa-
the right is the laughably stupid penalty is argued. "tion of a social order from which
campaign against that harmless we are far 'removed,' because it
bit of reformist puffery known "What' nourishes this quarrel deprives the state ef permission
as the Equal Rights Amend. 'is neither the possibility of a to decide the life or death of the
ment, If enacted into law, the, miscarriage of justice not simple individual. This power ... .consti-
ERA would probably have about pity for the condemned, not to tutes the actual heart of
ti the i t . sovereignty."as much effect upon society as men Ion e In ennon to protect
female sufferage did in 1920'. society from the criminal. No -' (quoted inThe Village
Perhaps the mostfrightening matter, what the argument of 'Voice, 9-12-77)
preoccupation of the American • those who call for the death 'So whit does the future hold
right, however, is its obsession penalty, a hysterical undertone for us? I don't know. All I can
to reinstitute the death penalty. gives evidence of their longing tell you is this: don't be a
The German writer Hans for an all-powerful authority follower, don't let others make
Magnus Enzenberger has this to with which they can Identify (my your decisions for you.
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I E ORIGINAL SO ERN RECIPE Ii it melts in, your mouth !
~ We have, the most dellcoius, B-B-Q Ribs(beef B.,porn), Yard Bird (our ron» €if chicken), ========_1
Sliced Beef & Pork Sandwiehes & Pom Rib Sandwiches. All of our food is home-cooked,
nothing stm~ht out ofa can! There is no comparison in the valley! Come Be fly 8-. OW's
special recipe, handed dOVlnfrom three generations, Your patronage is cordial~ invited, We :i===_
eater to" parties, banquets, & all get togethers, -J_~ I
=§h
~
§
OpSII Mon-Thurs,1i:30am-10:3Opm Fri Be. Slit 11:30am-1:OOam,ClosedSu~ I
I 'n24V~A(cornerof\lista 'Be Kootenai) 343-5022 § ,"
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by Jimmy Gahcttas
Depression. What is it? What
are the symptoms? What is the
cure? Many people describe
depression as being frustrated,
lonely, and unhappy. A feeling
that they have suffered an
overwhelming loss or sense they
are missing out on something.
Also, at the same time the
depressed person really can't
identify what he wants.
Technically, depression is, a
state of sadness and futility in
which a person feels he is
helpless and worthless. This
helpless and worthless state of
mind causes the person to
become less or totally inactive.
"I don't think college students
realize what depression is, "
says Dr. Jerry Dodson, BSU
psychology professor. "It isn't a
day or two thing, but instead
involves a person feeling deject-
ed and inactive."
Dodson describes depression
as a "vicious circle." The circle
is created when one feels
Answers
to
~!f. .'Trivia Rat-.\I' '/~~ - '~"~/ page 8
1. "Hey buddy do ya got a
dime"
2. Neville' Brand "
3. Where were you when the
lights went out?
4. Ester Williams
5": "Blowin' in the Wind"
6. Buddy Ebsen
7. Katherine Houghton
8~December
9. Clarence
10. "A Date with July", 1948
worthless and helpless. Worth-
less in the respect that a person
believes himself to be stupid
and inept and helpless because
he feels no one is concerned
about him.
In addition to these feelings. a
reduction in an individual's
energy level. This energy loss
causes the depression victim to
become inactive. Consequently,
a . victim lacks the necessary
energy, to confront what ,is
depressing him. He is trapped.
Dodson cited several symp-
toms of depression, including
loss of appetite, impaired sleep,
fatigue, reduced sexual interest,
difficulty in carrying out cust-
omary responsibilities and loss
of motivation and interest.
"Most of all," Dodson said,
"a depressed person thinks
negatively of himself."
Acrording to a recent study
conducted by the National
Institute of Mental Health,
depression' affects seven to
fifteen 'percent of the general
population at anyone time, with
own. Therefore, 'the competition
is magnified and students
become depressed because they
aren't doing as well as they feel
they should," Dodson pointed
out.
Another student. a 21 year old
sophomore" said he became
depressed when he didn't do as
well, as far, as advanced in
something as one of his friends.
Dodson emphasizes that every-
one is different and each person
possesses his own, set of asset's
and liabilities. "You have to
judge yourself in your own
terms and capabilities," he
said.
A 22 year old senior comment-
ed that he was becoming
depressed because he is nearing
graduation with' no immediate
plans for the future.
Dodson refers students with
this type of problem to speak to
a counselor, possibly those in
the University's counseling cen-
ter. The personnel in the
counseling center will sit down
and discuss anxieties, abilities,
up to 70% of all college
freshmen suffering from the
symptoms.
Furthermore, the study reveal-
ed that depression rivals schizo-
phrenia as the nation's number
one mental health problem.
Several BSU students were
questioned by the Arbiter
concerning what depressed
them. '
, One 18 year old freshman, who
had placed in' the top ten
percent of her high school class,
said she got' depressed when
she didn't recieve the scholar-
ship money she thought she
deserved. In this situation
Dodson maintains that a person
many times doesn't have an
accurate picture of himself. _
" A typical scenario usually
involves students from high
school who consistantly placed
in the top 20 percent of their
class. However, when they arive
at college they find the situation
much different. They are just
one of 10,000 students with
backgrounds similar to their
In the wake...... )~I fro 4)_ .... ...... oont.. m page
emphasis-·C.B.). What is forbid-
den to the indivldual'-that is, to
kill--is permitted to him ... thro-
ugh the execution. Therefore.
its characteristic mystique: that
of a ritual.
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__ Two additional settings which
Dodson believes cause depress-
ion among college students are
a University's atmosphere and
its unstructured environment. '
"The college or university
setting is a very achieving
atmosphere, Students often
determine worth in academic
success. If a person doesn't do
'well academically they assume
they are worthless and value-
less, resulting in depression,"
he said.
The unstructured environment
also is a Contributing factor to '
depression. Students find them-
selves in class only 12 to 15
hours per week' and are
confronted with the decision of'
what to do with their free time.
The pyschological support of
parents, friends and even
, activities are no longer present
to help them make these
decisions.
Assuming a person is trapped
inside the vicious circle of
depression, how can he break
the chain and' escape?
The 'key to escaping, Dodson
explains. is increasing your
energy 'level, which, involves
making yourself do things you
can feel good about. This is
difficult to do because a person
feels futile and defeated.
However, if they make them-
selves do something, their
. energy level increases, causing
the person to become more
active, resulting hopefully in an
escape from depression.
Another 'alternative Dodson
mentioned involves' the use' if
antidepressent drugs. He stress
es, however, that' anti-depress-
ent drugs don't cure depression,
but instead bring up the energy
level of people which often
causes them to try 'new
activities.
Another possible escape plan
is the University's Counseling
Center located in Room 247 of
the Library. Dodson stated he
wishes more people were aware
of thc center due to the
professional help that is avail-
able free of charge. The
counseling center is open
Monday through Friday from
8amto 4:30 pm.
Several precautions may be
taken against depression, One
way, according to Dodson,
involves the idea of doing things
that make yOll feel good.
Whether it be cleaning your
apartment, keeping up on your
assignments or following, a.
systematic exercise routine,
basically anything that makes
you feelthat you are in control is
beneficial.
One more precaution is sug-
gested by New York psycholog-
ist, Dr. Helen De Rosia. De
Rosia, who has also written
many articles on mentat'health.
recommends keeping ajourn~1
to monitor moods and emotions
and methods of coping and not
coping with conflicts.
By recording: your continual
ups a~d downs, you learn to
rcrognize the onset of depress·
ion by its initial symptoms and,
pull', yourself -out before. things
go to ,far •
.... -""'I~._._.
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Broncos host
Cal-Poly Mustangs
.by Freddie Vincent
Arbiter Sports Editor
Jimmy Childs who had 56
catches for' 1,002 yards last
season and is considered a deep
threat for the Mustangs.
In the backfield Bob Trudeau
is in position to eclipse some
career rushing records along
with fullback Jeff Jones and
Louis Jackson, .a freshman
tailback who has provided
outstanding depth.
The guards are Frank Abbey
(218 Ibs) and Brian Page,226.
Tackles will be Paul Freberg
(210) and Mike Bailey (220),
while Kula Kuresa and Jim
Pedrlck are at the end position.
On defense returnee Kim
Kirchhof is the quickest defen-
sive lineman and an honors
candidate. The presense of
Eddie McDonald (235 lbs.) plus
'Tom Ray (230 lbs.) and Steve
Spencer (245 lbs.), both exper-
ienced juniors, to play the ends
leaves the Mustangs with a lot
of talent. The secondary will be
anchored by senior cornerback
Rick Haycock and Randy Smith.
,Senior Mike. Johnson is the top
strong safety while frosh Chris
Jones and" Tim Hanifin arc
safety reserves. ' , ,
, The kicking department is
handled by Senior Mike Felig,
who booted 32 of 36 punts and
'needs '43· points to, grab
Cal-Poly's career record. Junior
Con Brennan is the punter
averaging 36 yar.ds. Boise State
will play tough against the
Mustangs so Bronco fans need,
not worry.
BSU-30 Cal-Poly-14. •
Women runners complete
season 'at Regionals
by Charlie Wittner
The women's cross country
team completed their season
Inst Staurday when' they' com-
peted at the' Regional cross
country meet in Spokane,
Washington. The women placed
15th out of 16 teams, but as
coach Basil Dahlstrom said, it
was a beginning;
The University of Oregon was
the. team winner as they placed
seven runners in the top 12
places. The University of
Washington was second and
Seattle Pacific University was
third. Some of the other teams
that competed were Montana
State University, University of
Montana, Whitworth College
and Spokane Community Col-
lege.
Also among the teams run-
The Boise State Broncos will
host the Cal-Poly (SLO) Mus-
tangs in a scheduled contest at
Bronco Stadium this weekend.
And if Cal-Poly is successful
during the' regular season
against their opponents, then
the Mustangs will have an
excellent opportunity' of compe-
ting for the NCAA Division II
National Championship.
But that is hardly the case
thus far this season because the
Mustangs arc 4-3 this year and
.they will have to face Boise
State where 20,000 fans will be
rooting. for the Broncos.
Offensively, the question is
whether the newcomers on the
line can do the tough job of
, blocking. Only sophmore Mike, .
Bailey had returned as a starter
'and he's operating at tackle this
fall after excelling as guard in
'76. On the strength of last fall's
effort, the Mustangs had a 7-1-1
record, the tic with Boise State
(14-'14) and their only loss to
; -Nevada-Las Veg'as (28-10). Last
year's record vaulted Cal-Poly
from No.14-to No, 9, on the
NCAA Division 11 rankings.
;fhe Mustangs were expected
• to havea well balanced attack at
foes on the passing of quarter
back Bob Ansari and freshman
Craig Jol;nston: They were only
intercepted three times in '76· ,
while gaining 1,337 yards and
II touchdowns. Ansari's favor-
ite reciever is AII-CCAA flanker
ning were four or five incom-
plete teams, including Linfield
College. Former Boise High
School great Be'ckah Stout, now
running for Linfield, ran an
exceptional race and finished
13th out of the 151 girls that
completed the race.
Boise State's Cindy Jorgen-
son, in her first year of cross
country, led the Broncos as she
placed a very respectable 45th.
Barb Buchan also ran a good
race to finish 76th. Arlese
Bartolrne, Sandy Kassens and
Jacquie Crist were the next
finishers for Boise State.
The race was run on a cold
and wet morning over a very hill
course. The girls rari a distance
of 5,000 meters, or 3.1 miles,
"It was a beginning," said
Dahlstrom as he looked back
over the year. "I was happy that
we had. five girls willing to run. '
They tried hard all year and I'm
sure they learned a lot.
"We're going to recruit more
girls for next year," Dahlstrom
continued. "Maybe we'll be-
come a stronger team because
of the increased number ofgirls,
We still have a long ways togo
before we'll be competitive in
our region. Ithink in a couple to
three years, we'll be a good
team,"
This was the first women's
cross country team Boise State
has ever had. They ran tough in
-all their meets and even won a
meet against Eastern Washing-
ton. With more experience and
a larger team, the women
should becomea stronger squad
in the future.
"'~~~
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NORTHWESTfRN MUTUAL LIFE
, IS lOOKING FOR
4 GOOD PEOPLE
Wl"rp .1 II hillio n dolloll' fi nnnria l in-
slitution with ovrr !OO vP.HS·'PXlwri('I1C('
111 Ilw tir-Ir].
Earnings:
Our lop 2') 'lgm'" ,l\'l'ragpd $11B,170,O()
Our lop ')(Xl <lg('nls av('ragl'd S-lI.722,()()
Inflation Hedge:
lncorne of NML Agenh has increased by
almovl hO"" in till' lasl 10 ve.ir-;
BSUINTERNSHIP PROGRAM
NML has an occredited internship
program at BSU enabling the student
to earn $$,$ while he learns as well
<;JS samples a fine career-
Informal Interview:
Clil for an inflJrIll,i1 inll'l'view 0\'('1' a Clip
ofcoll('l' with
NELS AXSELSEN
College Unit Director 377-0210
200 S. Cole Rd. Boise, Id. 83705
, .\\,1Il.1gl'llwnl opporlunitips \vill 1)(' ,wail.iIJI(;
wit hin tlH' Iwxl Illmunt hs,
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12 and under, enter BIG BOYS coloring contest.
Details at participating BIG BOVS.
Spaghetti Dinner
Italian Meat Sauce,
Warm Dinner Toast, Salad
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area.
Offer good thru Nov. 30,1977. One
coupon per customer per visit.
#2 Breakfast
2 for
$ 29
2 Eggs, French Toast,
Hash Browns
Present this coupon at any of the
participating Big Boys in your area,
Offer good thru Nov. 30,1977. One
coupon per customer per visit. .
:2 for
$ 49
o
Z
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en· CD lfrr CFamily-Dlg~.DOJ. CRestaurants
,_500S ..Capitol.Blvd.
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Br ncos tr e
by Freddie Vincent
This last weekend is sort of a
repeat for me; the weekend
before the Bronco Homecoming
game against Idaho -State I
attended Utah State's home-
coming in Logan, where it
rained' all morning.
Saturday's game with Idaho
State happened the same way; it
rained all morning and through
the first half, but 15,850 fans
showed their loyalty toward the
Broncos, watching them destroy
the Bengals 31-7.
On Saturday the runnmg of
freshmen Cedric Minter and
Terry Zahner. shut down 'Idaho
State. The 'victory gives Boise a
5-0 record in league play, and
assures them of at least a tie for
the Big Sky title.
The Bengals could not keep
the Broncos from opening holes
for Minter, who rushed for 117 '
yards, and Zahner for 87 yards
and two touchdowns.
Boise State's defense shut off
Standout defensive Iineinan Chris Malmgren intimidates,
, ISU QD Mlck Spoon, Spoon got the pass off' but it fell
Incomplete.
the Bengals on the ground,
'holding them to 135 yards,
Idaho State had problems with
their air attack as' well. Safety'
Nash Balinton and linebacker
Alex Kettles both intercepted -
, twice from the Bengals with just
12 for 19 passes for ISU.
The Bengals were manhan-'
died by the Broncos in more
ways than one, and BSU did
much as they wanted to do. QB
Dee Pickett, who started for
BSU, fired a 7-yard touchdown
pass to Minter with 10:27 left in
the third quarter. Tom Sarette,
whose :lO-yard field goal with 5
seconds left in the first half had
give Boise State a 17-7 lead, hit
the extra point to make the score
24-7. Minter's touchdown was
almost a repeat of the trick play
they used against Northern
Arizona. Minter was well alone
in the end zone when Pickett
fired the pass to the freshman .•
Hoskin Hogan played the
second half and had a game as
good as Pickett's. Hogan was 8
of 12'for,140 yards, while Pickett
hit 4 of 8 .passes for 66 yards.
Hogan and sophomore Lance
LaS,helle combined for Boise
State's last touchdown, a 13
yarder with 10:43 left in the
Photos by
Ron Ferguson
Ron Emry
Petti Quong
Ryun to speok in Boise
by Ron Ferguson
Jim Ryun, the man who in the
late 1960's thrilled AI11Cricawith
his world record times in the
mile run, will visit Boise
November 16 through Novem-
ber 19 (or several, speaking,
engagements and, a, road-run
and clinic. The visit is being'
sponsored by the Treasure
Valley Fellowship ofOlristian
Athletes in conjunction with
several area businesses and
schools.
Ryun, who is a' special
projects director for Post, Cer-
eals' "Fun 'N Fitness" prog-
ram, is scheduled to arrive in
Boise Wednesday afternoon' and
will be speaking that evening at
,the Boise Valley Christian
Communion Prayer and Praise
service. Thursday's engage-
ments include assemblies at
Nampa Christian High School
(10: 15 am) and Homedale
Senior High (2:00 prn), and an
Area"Wide AthleticiRally at,
Boise's Capital High' School at
7:30pm. On Friday Ryun will
speak at Northwest Nazarene
College at 10:15 am, Borah High
School at 2:00 pm, and at the
Idaho FCA Sports Recognition
Banquet to be held a,t Northwe~
Nazarene College at ,7:30pm;
Tickets for that banqueU!1ay, be
, , purchased at the Athlete's Foot,
in the Cole Village shopping
center, for $5.00. Ryun's road-
run and clinic will begin at 9:30
ain Saturday at the Athlete's
Foot.
After first gaining fame by
breaking the national high
school record for the mile run as
a high school junior, Ryun
became the first high school
runner to break the 4·minute
mile by turning a time of 3:59.0
, in June, 1964. A year later he
set the American citizens'
record at 3:55.3. By 1967, Ryun
had set world records in tbe 880
(indoor), the 1500 meters, and
the mile run. His time of 3:51.1
in the mile stood as the world's
best for eight years,
Against such a glittering,
record, it is 'notable that the
American people best remem-
ber Ryun for' his races in
Olympic competition, both in
Mexico City in 1968 and in
Munich in 1972. The average
American's knowledge' of track
and field seems to be limited to '
what he picks up from television
once each four years during the
Olymbics, so it is not surprising
that Ryun was subtly booed by
millions when he, could not
overcome the thin air of Mexico,
City, not to mention a strong
performance by ~ip Keino. In
. ".' :
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Munich, Ryun got "boxed in"
while rounding a curve in the
preliminaries and fell over
another runner's feet, so the
elusive Olympic gold medal
escaped him once again.
Ryun turned to professional
track after that, at times
running well, but other times
disappointing himself as well as
hi~ fans. He, left competitive
running for a time, then tried a
comeback. After training a short
lime under the 'direction of hi~
college coach, Kansas Uninver-
" sity's Bob ,Timmons, , Ryun
realized his prlor ities .had
changed to'the point he was not
able to give track the total
commitment it required. His
subsequent retirement from the,
sport he loved was a spiritually
traumatic event, but it .has
added a new dimension of peace
to his life. Realizing he could no
go on forever trying to live up to
the expectations of other peo-
ple, Ryun bowed out with the
same grace he always displayed,
on the track both in victory and
defeat. Citinghis strong faith in
a God who is far greater than
human expectations, Ryun ac-
cepted the fact that he must
move on to new challenges, .and
, from that point he experienced,
,an emotional release he had not'
found before.
're
cis
game.
In the first half the Broncos
built a 14·0 lead on Zahner's two
touchdowns in the downpour.
Zahner then fumbled on a
, ten-yard gain that the Bengals
recovered on the Boise State 39.
,Five plays later ISU quarter-
back -Mick Spoon hit tight end
Barney Jacobs with a nine-yard
pass. Jeff Filmore's extra point
made it 14-7 with 1:15 left in the
half.
Near the end of the half,
Boise State drove from its own
26 yard line to the Bengals' 13.
With 5 seconds remaining
Sarette hit .his. 30·yard field
goal. .. .
The Broncos were plagued
with penalties in the first
quarter, including two roughing'
the kicker penalties and a pass
interference, called on corner-
back Ken West.'
The victory raises Boise
State's season record to 7-2 and
their conference mark to 5·0,
T .E. Jim Sorensen back peddles, to catch a Hogan 'JUUet in the
second half of tlie BSU Homecoming game.
JIM Rymi, wbosef "world"recOrds In 'the'inue ran wm be
visiting Boisc November 16 tbru 19;
£Cross Country team
enters district meet
by Charlle Wittner
The BoiseState Bronco cross
country team, led by Steve
CoIlier and Scott Blackburn.
travels to Salt Lake City this
Saturday to defend the Big Sky
Conference title they won last
year in BOise. The meet, held in
Salt Lake this year, will double
not only as- the Big Slty
championships but also as the
NCAA District qualifying meet
for the national meet later this
month. The Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) will also
determine its championship in
the 10,000 meter, or 6.2 mile,
race. Teams competing from the
WAC will be the U. of Texas at
El Paso (UTEP), Brighan Young
University, Arizona, Arizona
State, Wyoming, Colorado
State, New Mexico and host
University of Utah. The Big Sky
teams will be Boise State, Idaho,
State, Idaho, Montana, Mon-
tana State, Gonzaga. Weber
StateCoIlege and' Northern Ar·
izona .University.
Only the top four teams from
each district can qualify for. the
national meet. scheduled for
November 21 'in Spokane.
Washington. Both BYU and
UTEP boast very strong teams
this year. Weber State and NAU '
from the Big Sky are also,
,strong. Weber State has gone
undefeated in Big Sky action so
far this year' while Northern,
Arizona defeated the 'University
of ~rizona. another one of the
WAC's better teams" earlier
this year. .
Bo'ise State, which earlier in
the season seemed almost
unbeatable. has become slug-
gish of late. The Broncos have
lost the last three meets in a
row, including their last two
.horne meets. If Boise State
hopes to win' the Big Sky crown
and represent the conference at
the national meet, then they will
have to show great improve-
ment over what they have
shown in the last month.
Steve Collier and Scott
Blackburn.will once again lead
the Broncos. as they-have all,
year. Collier. a senior from
Ontario, Oregon. and Black-
burn, a junior from Simi,
California, have been the only
consistent runners for coach Ed
Jacoby's harriers this year. In
every meet. Collier has been
either the, leader or running with
,the leaders. with Blackburn
always close behind. After
Blackburn. 'however, the' Bron-
cos have bee~ plagued by
inconsistency. If the team hopes
to have any success in SaIt Lake"
then the remaining five runners.
Karl Knapp. Dave 'Steffens.
Stan Link •. Mike Henry and
Charlie Wittner, are all going to
have to come up with' super
races. ,
, After a year of practice and
hard, work,the Broncos know
they have the physical talent to
be among the best in the nation.
The key to success in Saturday's
meet. .however, will be the
Broncos' mental attitude. The
Broncos area young team, with
only one senior; It would be very
easy for them to bend under the.
pressure placed on them in this
meet. However, if they realize,
-
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that they are better runners
than what they have shown this
year, then perhaps they will run
better races because of an
improved mental attitude. aut
above all, t~ey mustrealize that (
this meet might be the last race
they run this year. If they place
among the top four teams' in
this meet. they will advance to
the national championships. But
if they fail to place in the top
four, their season will be over.
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Volleyball team ends season ov. 8,'
by Bette Will over Boise 13-15 and 7·15, while
Boise State overtook Spokane
Falls in heated action 16-14,
11·15 and 11·15.
Saturday brought sunshine
and three long hard-fought
matches. Boise State started the
day off sending Walla Walla
Community College to the
loser's bracket with scores of
15·7.12-15 and 17·15. BSU then
set their spikes on Wenachee
Community College and sent
them down loser's alley, a road
Boise State has gotten to know
quite well this year. BSU again
struck from behind in the third
game to win the match 15-10.
3-15 and 16-14.
The, tournament had the
teams placed in pools with the
top two teams in each pool
seeded in the playoffs. BSU
placed second in their pool and
progressed to the semifinals
before Idaho gave them their
second loss. 8-15. 15·13 'and
7-15. and their ticket out of the
tournament.
"This was most certainly the
best match against Idaho and
the finest matches of the
season," said coach Genger
Fahleson. "I had the best team
effort of the season, for the team
showed the most consistency.
We've played all season from a
come from behind situation. but
this is the first that they've
forced so many matches into a
third game and maintained
efficiency to win." Fahleson felt
her outstanding players for the
tournament were Karla Merrill
for her fine job at serving. and
Karla Meier and Tonya Welsh
for their dynamite spikes.
Boise State will play their last
match of the season Tuesday,
November 8 against College of
Southern Idaho at Twin Falls.
Boise State's women's vol-
leyball team showed consistency
throughout an entire tourn-
ament to bring home a 3·2
record from the Northwest
Collegiate Women's Sports As-
sociation Eastern Area Tourn-
ament at Ellensburg, Washing'
ton.
Friday's action took Boise
State against Yakima Commun-
ity College and Spokane FaIls
Community College to give
'them one loss and one win
respectively. Yakima scores
KING of BEERS- • ANHEUS~R·BUSC~.INC ·51 LOWS
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Feed a Jayhawk bull and he's
bound to get sassy. Feed a
Husker bird and he's bound to
get mean and the way Nebras-
ka's coming on as of late makes
us cringe. Best give usa wake
up call after the feast is over.
Nebrnska42, Kansas 14
Michigan at Purdue:
Purdue even showing up for
this one is just like walking
down a dark alley with $100 bills
hanging out of your pocket:
you're bound to get. mugged.
-Just in case the Boilermakers
don't show, the Purdue alumni
office has all the names and
addresses of the players so that
the fans can do what the
Wolverines would.
Michigan 35, Purdue 10
Miami [Fla.] at Alabama: ,
. Bear Bryant has his mind on
the national championship, Mi-
ami on finding the rascal that '
got them in this mess. The Tide
is chasing Texas; UM-F's
lawyer is chasing ambulances,
but with his players inside. Best
not dwell on this one; we just
ate, you sec.
Alabama 38, Miami 13
Pitt V6. Anny at Meadowland,
New Jersey:
,What's all this we hear about
the boys at West Point not
having any sense. of humor?
ROCI( 'N ,ROll TO
BA~L ,flYEr<
PlaVing .for YOUR pleasure
Nov • .7-12 9pm-1am
Well, let's put it this way: for
the sake of their sanity, they'd
better" At least this weekend.
, Pittsburgh 62, Army 21
Colorado ut Oklahoma:
A real lulu over in the Big-S,
folks. Okie's riding high after
stomping the Cowboys, but the
Buffalos are stampeding mad
after umieccesary losses. Those
folks are gonna be hard pressed
to forget each other after this
fracas is finished.
Okle 35, Colorado 26
Texas Christian at' Texas:
Think back to' the old days of
the Roman Empire, when Nero
, fed the Christians to the lions.
Too bad the Frogs don't have an
emperor to blame.
Texas 52, TCU 3
BIG SKY
Cal Poly [SW] at Boise State:
Games with Poly are always a
high point for the Broncos.
Either it's the trip to California
in the late autumn that makes
the game worthwhile, or it's the
merciless rout at home. •
BSU 45, CP-SW 10
Weber State 'at Idaho State:
All this season, a lot of people
have been expecting the Wild·
cats to do something. This looks
like their first chance to do
the AU NEW
CALDWeLL OUTLAW
3719 Cleveland* Nampa-Caldwall, B~Jd
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Some class materials (e.g., Schlitz Party
Kit) supplied. Call Siglmdas Beer Person
On Campus: '
RANDY"RADAR" BIRKENB!NE ,377-1411
1
Jerry and Tate
by Jerry Rlehards
and Tate Simmons
Last week, we expounded at
length on the day-to-day haz-
ards of high-powered football
prognostication; not only men-
tal, intellectual and emotional,
but oftimes physical. Immed-
iately after the printing of the
article in question, the obvious
injustice of the situation occur-
red to us: we were cheating our
loyal (not to mention the other
80%) readers of the many
benefits of working the predic-
tions. For example:
---The joy of seeing our names
in print.
'---The swindle of' getting foot-
ball periodicals for free (at least
to look at).
«-The license to take entirely,
respectable football schools
such as Iowa State and Missouri
and make them look absolutely
lousy on paper.
-v-The fun of playing around
with logistics and point spreads,
, when we both know that the
only part of the column that
means half a diddly is whom we
pick to win the games'.
-_.The thrill of victory.
_.-The agony of defeat. -
-.-Specifically, the thrill of going
15-1 la-st weekend, making our
season grand total 128-41-2 for a
.754 record.
At any rate:
Arkansas at Texu A&M:
Is there really any way to
fathom three -- count 'em --
three Southwest Conference
teams in the Top Ten? Of course
any time that happens, rest
assured it doesn't stay that way
for,}ong. '
Arkansas 27, A&M 17
Temple at Penn State:
We thinketh the Nittanies
hath found a home in Ye Olde
Top 10. Therest no time for
knavery from the royal court
jester of the kingdom of
Keystone. Best be ware, the
dark forest holdeth the hungry
Lions of lore.
Pcnn State 45, Temple 13
Indiana at Ohio State: '
Woody Hayes probably thinks
this one a joke, but ought not
laugh himself out of the Big 10
race. With the biggie in Ann
Arbor coming up, he better not
get caught with his pants down;
the Hoosiers would love to crash
Woody's party.
OSU 28, Indiana 14
Notre Dame at Clemson:'
QB Joe Montana leads his
midwest stampede against the"
improved Clemson Tigers this
week and we look for fireworks.
Too bad the Irish have to spoil
the kitties' fun. Blast that Dan
Devine anyway.
ND 34, Clemson 18
Kansas at Ncbraska:
something since the U of I
game. Expect them to, do
something.
Webcr 35, ISU 14
Mont&Da at Puget Sound:
. The Grizzlies end their season .
and saivage a4-6record at the
expense of Puget, who really
ought to stick to Division II
basketball championships.
Montana 27, Pugct 17
.Eastern Montanu at Northern
Arizona:
Gotta hand it to NAU: they
know how to set up a
non-conference schedule. While
Idaho beats their brains out
against the Washington States
and the Rices' that are way
above the Vandals' league, the
Lumberjacks hack their way
through a season of sure-fire
attendance -- ,read: they can't
help but win.
NAU 56, Eastern 20'
Idaho at WaslIln,gton State:
Gotta hand it to Idaho: they
know how to set up a
non-conference schedule. While
NAU pussyfoots around with the
Eastern Montanas and Angus-
tanas that don't prepare the
Lumberjacks for anything, the
Vandals strive to upgrade their
program .- .read: they, can't be
helped.
WSU 45, Idaho 3
The deadline for mcns andl
women's intramural volleyball ros-
(lTS has been extended, Rosters
should be turned iIi to room 202 ill .
the Gym by November IS.
C) 1'177 JO, SCHLITZ BHE\VING CO , ~,Ji,\\'i\UI\EE \ViS
SIGLINDA STEINFULLER, DEAN OF BEER.
ni.RE'S lIliT on. WOOD
FORIlUR.•
Our 224 page. 1978 mall orderre-
sear en paper catalog IS yours lor
just S1 Send III today and get the
details 'On our pre-wnncn and
custom research
PACIFIC RESEARCH
P a Box 5177·A seanre. WA 98105
I~061 ;>8;>'8800
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JV field hockey
ends season "
The BSU women's JV field
hockey team concluded season
play October 26, with' a 3-0
victory over Northwest Nazar-
ene College on the Boise turf.
TIle JVs compiled a 4-0-1 record
with a possibility of one
additional game.
Linda Hampton, Lorrie lid-
dell and Tammy Demmick each
scored goals to .hand NNC the
defeat. In the season, BSU
defeat7,d NNC twice and tied
and handed two losses to teh
College of Idaho.
B-ball Leagues
forming·
The Boise City Recreation
Department will hold an organ-
izational meeting November 8 at
7:00 p.m. at the Fort Boise
Community Center for S-man
basketball leagues. 'Play will
start Nov. 28 for the city,
commercial. merchant, and all
employees leagues while the
Slow Break League for players
28 years of age or older will
begin Jan. 2. A registration fee
of $110.0Q per team is required
and must be paid at the
Community Center by Novem-
ber 16. For further information
call Don Christensen at 384-
4220 .
L
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Finest scott aluminum
poles v,ith break~a~ay
hand grip.
SILVA X-C
PACKAGE
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boots.' 1976 models
.: local~ made'
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by Freddie Vincent
Arbiter Sports Editor
The Broncos closed out the
. 197(>-77 ~~ilSOn with a 5-9
conference 'record and a 10-16
overall record. You don't think
head coach Bus Connor wants to
put Boise State back on top as
they were in 1915-76?
Well, you can be sure he and
, his coaching staff are certainly
going . tQ .try, Connor has
recruited a fine group of
sophomOTes, freshmen and JC
transfers to employ the Bronco
attack along with. returning
starters Steve Connor, Trent
Johnson and Danny Jones.
Connor will probably build
the Bronco offense around son
Steve, the school's all-time
scoring leader with a full season
left to pad his record. Steve has
started every game (81) since
enrollingas a freshman at BS,U.
Sophomore Tony 'Hodges,
from Los Angeles, is called the.
most improved player on the
team. Hodges should be a factor
at the guard position. Also at
guard newcomers Carl Powell, a
junior from Suitland, Maryland;
and "Fast" Freddie Williams,
another junior from Iaglewood,
California. Both were outstand-
ing junior college, guards and
with senior Marc Holt back, the
guard position should be in good
hands.
On the front line a wealth of
experience is on the Broncos'
side this season. Trent Johnson,
'After a surprisingly adverse
fourth season, Bus Connor has
regrouped his forces and has an
excellent chance to regain the
'conference championship for
BSU. Connor bullt the Broncos
from scratch to gain that Big Sky
title, and has not only kept the
nucleus of that squad, but has
rccrnltedloads of top-notch
talent to balance the team's
endeavors.
BusCannar
CannieTharnrgren
Connie Thomgren has made
Boise State one of the most
respected names In Northwest
women's sports. In the last
three years Thomgren's teams
have Ilnlshed second In the
region twice and have attended
the national finals once. This
year's crew is loaded with
freshmen, but that has never
kept Thomgren from fielding a
competitive squad.
a 6-5 senior from Seattle, has
also played in 81 games in his
career, andDanny "DJ" Jones,
from Compton, California, isn't
far behind that mark. Steve
Barrett adds great dimensions
to the forward position with his
experience as well.
Junior Sean McKenna, from
Boise, and 6-9'h Los Angeles
sophomore John Mayfield splil:
duty last 'year at center while
learning the ropes battling a lot
'of senior. postmen in the Big,
Sky.
Returnee sophomore Ed For-
rester, 6-7 forward from Boulder
City, Nevada, saw limited action
last year. He has the size to be a
good forward as he" is an
excellent rebounder. 6-9 JC
The Big Sky Conference was formed InFebruary, 1963, when
the presidents and athletic directors of six Rocky Mountain
- universities met In Spokane. The original conference members
were Gonzaga, Idaho; Idaho State, Montana, Montana State and
Weber. Gonzaga entered the conference as a; non-football
playing. school.. .
The conference derived its name from a pall' of Montanans and
, a Washington sports editor. A.B. Guthrie, Great Falls, Montana,
wrote a novel entitled "The Big Sky" and Jac~ Hallowell, former
Montana State Advertising Director, promoted the Big Sky
theme .as a nickname. for the state.' Harry Missildine,
Spokesman-Review sports editor, picked upthe name and In a
sports column promoted the name Big SIIYas the name of the .
conference. On Febmary25, 1963, the conference adopted the
. name -- Big SJlYAthletic Conference.
In 1970 the conference expanded to include Northern Arizona
Unlverslty, Flagstaff, Ariz., and Boise State. Both entered as
football-playing schools. .
Jack Friel became the nrstcommlssl~l1er In 1963, and the
offices were established In Pullman, Washlngt~n, Friel's home.
Following Friel's retirement July, 1971, .the offices were moved
to Boise, and John Ronlng was named commissioner.
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transfer Howie Long from
Bellevue, Washington, ,gives·
additional strength at forward:
.The freshmen, newcomers
could "play an important. role
this season," according to coach
Connor. They are 6-9 Dave
Richardson from Lake Oswego,
Oregon; 6-7 Tony Thomas from
Richmond, California; 6-6 for-
ward Jim Jansen from Sac-
ramento, Califomia;and 6-0
guard Bret Connor (Bus' son)
. from Boise.
With the quality of players
Boise State has this season, they
may be on their way to another
'Big Sky title.
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WeberState
Now in hlG fifth year as eld..,f
assistant to Conch Connor, Burt
'Golden bas done a remarkable
Job In. organizing r:ccrnlting
effort.s for the Broncos, as weU
u his other. dudes, coaching
shooting, rebounding and de-
fense. Golden receIved hIs
Master's degree in Physical
EducatiGn' from the University
of Idaho recently, and Is
workhig on a book about-
basketball.
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Junior varsity coach and varsIty
assistant Doug Onver came to
BSU after~onchlng West Valley
Junlor College to near the top of
teh California JC system and
steering Tulelake High School to
a 15-3 record. He seouted jhe
Broncos' opponents, helped ,ollt
with remdting and cQnccntmt-
ed on coaching. defense last
year, .and will have those duties
as well as guiding BSU's firSt JV
team In yeats. . .
arathern
Calaracla
University
There might be some indica-
tion that this year's Bears will
not be last year's 86-72
pushovers for, BSU. Thurm
Wright had seven lettermen last
year, Those same- seven return
this year.
Highlighting the NCU roster
are 6-11 sophomore center Ed
Neeley.and 16.6 scoring short
forward Dwight Montgomery.
The 6-3 Montgomery's most
likely front wall partner will be
Brian Ulmer, a 6-6, 11.7 ppg
senior. Playmaking guards
Perry McGill and Kim Horn-
ccker round out the top of the
ret urning squad.
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When you plod through a
13-12 season, you've got to have
a lot going for you to expect to
do' anything at all the next
season. The Rams'·head coach,
Jim Williams, has four return-
ing starters to insure that CSU
does something -- and he can
easily assume that his 24th year
at the Rams' helm is secure.
One reason for his confidence
in his team is all-WAC forward
Allen Cunningham, who' aver-
aged 21 points a game and
snared only two rebounds less
than fellow frontman Larry
, Paige, 6-9, who pulled down 218
caroms. Larry Neal, CSU's
playrnaking guard, returns to
lend the team' offensive stabil-
ity.
Last year, despite holding
BSU below CSU's defensive
average of 65.9 points per
game, the Rams lost to the
Broncos at Boise, 60-52. This
year, the Broncos travel to CSU,
where the Ram defense tends to
tighten perceptibly.
When .your team has its firs
losing season in seven years,
and your top three score
graduate, what do you do?
Recruit. And the Gauchos' head
coach, Ralph Barkey, has come
back from the junior Colleges
with two stron starting pros-
pects. if)
Juco All-American Matt Med- '\1
eras, a 60 per cent shooter last ;!'~
year at Butte College, looks to E\
join 6-7 Pete Aronchick among":j
!he UC-SB starters. Return.~es ;t~
Include frontmen Tom Flavin, ,':)
6-8, and Wayne Stevenson. Rick Yj
Ridgway. could accompany the '/1
6-5 Mederas in the backcourt, ,k~l
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Denver
The Pioneers had enough
trouble last year, finishing with
a 12-15 record, but since then
the team has been fragmented
by graduation and' internal
disputes. Coach Bill, Weimar
has a hard task in rebuilding a
winning team, and has at least
started by stocking the ranks
with junior college transfers.
Steve Bajema, 6-7, will
anchor the forward line, assis-
ted by senior Russell Swilley.
Tom Jorgenson looks to be the
most likely playmaker for the
Pioneers.
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height chart reads' as follows:
,6-11 Dave Rohde', 6-8 Steve
Shaw, 6-8 Daryle Roper and 6-8
Greg Palm. 'As if those four
weren't enough to ,.keep the
boards cozy, Fullerton has
PCAA MVP Greg Bunch, who
put in 15.9 ppg and pulled down
7.4 rebounds a game last
sea'son. To 'top things off, both
starting guards, Kevin Heenan
and Keith Anderson, are back
from last year's 16-10 team.
Look for Fullerton to make a
difference in a lot of west coast
basketball, this year.
.:
Cal-Irvine will make its
Division I debut the year after
its worst year ever in Division II.
Anteater coach Tim Tift. how-
ever. has some solace in a few of
his present prospects.
Louis Stevens. last year's
leading scorer at 14.4 ppg,
returns along with a medium-
height front wall. Tallest man on
the squad is 6-8 Steve Rodgers,
backed up by two 6-6 returnees,
Kirk Christ and Leo Gonzalez.
Freshman Quentin Brown, an-
other 6-6 player, could add real
depth to the UC-I contingent.
The Anteaters last year
started the BSU Holiday Classic
last year losing to the Broncos
70-55, and subsequently to
Sacramento State. 82-59.
The Wildcats' background is
almost too hard to mention
without causing some embar-
"rassment. Pete Mathiesen has f~=:;;:aCllll:l"""=liIZll:ll:':imi'll:Ol!li:====~====Ell:l==-=====~
all of two lettermen returning
from a team that went 13-15 in
, Division II last year.
Jim Schreiner, a 6·5 senior
who averaged 10.9 points a
game, will be Chico's top
returnee. Mathiesen did some
recruiting from junior colleges-.
and came up with four transfers,
highlighted by 6-7 center Dave
Reiland and guard Mike Stock-
well. .
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Playing in the same confer-
ence with University of San
Francisco is bound to have some
positive effects on your basket-
bal1 program. Add that confer-
ence's leading scorer and
rebounder, and any proceedings
involving Jim Carey's team
could be interesting indeed.
Edgar Jones. who was the
nation's 14th highest scorer last
year with 23.7 points, not to
mention the ninth leading
rebounder with 13.1 boards a
game, joins four other returnees
and" some hot transfers to give
the Wolfpack' a strong shot at
confereneecontention. .
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Depending on how quickly
Ralph Miiler whips his charges
into shape this season. the
Beavers could finish first or last
in the troubled Pacifie-S this
year.
OSU goes into the 1977,98
season loaded with young
talent, .most notably 6-10 soph-
more center Steve Johnson, who
,averaged 13.5 ppg last year.
"Mi1Ier has plenty of height on
his side, with four other players
6-7 or better. Shooting power,
however, will probably come
: from 6-5 transfer Phil Polee,
who averaged 24 points ,and 14
rebounds a game in the juco
circuit last year. Both the
Beavers' guards in last year's
16-13 team graduated, and most
likely to take those spots arc
senior Leon Jordan and sopho-
more Dwayne ..ylen.
Definitely the tallest, and
quite possibly the finest Pacific
Coast team BSU faces this year
will be the Fullerton Titans.
Coach Bob Dye has four players
over 6-8 with which to build an '
awesome front wall.
From the top down, the CS-F
tah
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As if' the thick of the
conference race weren't enough
to worry BSU sufficiently in
January, the Broncos face the
Aggies' in their !~st· non-
'conference game. USU coach
Dutch Belnap's pride and joy
this year is 6-8' senior Mike
Santos, an 11.3 rebounder with
All-American capabilities, Am-
ong other feats, Santos scored
30 points against UCLA at
UCLA. last season.
The main problem USU faced
was consistency. Belnap will try
to achieve same with such
material as 14.3 scorer Blair
Martineau and 6-9 center
Preston Bailess, Oscar WiI· ff!
Iiams, the school's,' .leader in
assists, should contribute great-
ly to' it more solid USU
foundation than last year's
15-12 contingent had. ~
If the Homed Frogs build
anything at' al1 with three
starters coming back from a 3-22
team, chalk it up to pure
heart and Johnny ,Swain's
recruiting.
TCU's fortunes were so
desolate last year, the number
one scorer, Daryl Braden, and
two teammates opted not to
return. Most promising among
returnees is forward Tim Mar-
'ion, who shot' 11.3 ppg and
latched onto 8.4 rp~ last year.
Recruits bring some height to
the Frogs, most notably 6-6
Steve Scales and 6-9 Larry
Frevert.. Freshman Wendell
Bates and senior Cornelius
McFadgon look to fill the
backcouri.
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club might be the tops in the Big
Sky.
Key battles with Boise State
With all-conference "magic
man" Michael Ray Richardson
returning for his senior year,
coach Jim Brandenburg's 77-78
Grizzlies could give Boise State
trouble. Richardson averaged
19.2 points a game-while
snaring 8.6 rebounds. A top pro
prospect, Richardson should
return to form, along ,with guard
Kip Rocheleau, who put down
9.9 points per contest, in an off
year. Craig Henken will start at
the .other . forward, opposite
Richardson, ' .while 6-9 John
Stroeder is pressed into action
at center. With a host of
gunning, hot hand freshmen to
choose from, Brandenburg's
are set for January 7, in Boise,
and the all-important finale in
Missoula February 25.
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Weber has been so close and
yet so far from the Big Sky
crown. Two yearsin a row they
have lost in the finals of the
tournament. Gone are the Willie
Sojourners 'and the Stan May-
hews.
Coach Neil McCarthy has 6-5
forward Bruce, Collins return-. .
ing, as well as 6-7 Kurt Moore,
who was a defensive mainstay.
Seven-foot soph Richard Smith
is an imposing figure at the
pivot, with Mark Mattos and
juco transfer Ben Howlarid at
guards.
The 20-8. squad of last year
might fall on hard times, and
will have to count on more
offensive output from the
forwards if they are to equal last
y~ar's squad.
e
s Intermountain region; gone is
Jim Killingsworth, who led the
Bengals to their successful
76-77 campaign. Look for 6-10
Jeff Cook, Hayes' understudy
last year, to tear up the boards,
with Brand Robinson (6-5, 7.1
ppg) to become the class at
forward. Scott Goold and Brian
Bemis will see, action at guard.
A mighty tough act to follow.
With reference to the Bengals'
stunning ·upset of perennial
UCLA in last season's quarter-
, finals and the Big Sky crown,
new headmaster Lynn Archibald
is left to pick up the pieces.
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Gone is big. man Steve Hayes,
the dominant center in the
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output fails there.
The cellar-isn't Jarvis' niche,
but he'JI be seeing more than
his share this time around:
With a less-than-inspiring
5-21 outing in 1976-7~, Ji~
Jarvis' Vandals have one place
to go: up.
Bill Hessing, a Boise soph-
omore, looks to be the bright
spot of the ,team; Hessing shot
at a,9.8 ppg clip and, if the
support is there, should develop
into an all-conference guard,
6-10 Jeff Brudie and 6-9 Jim
Kaczmarek are tall enough, but
lack experience up front. John
Langrell (6-5) and Rod Johnson
are experienced, yet the scoring
g
~ TATE'S BIG SKY:main question mark. Stanny
with his height could be
switched to the pivot, with juco
transfer Chris Singles moving to
the vacated post.
Last year's 11-15 record
somehow vaulted MSU into the
conference playoff, with the
season ending in ali 85-82
overtime loss to ISU. Juarez has
Finberg and Durham to shoot,
but must find the center he .
needs so badly.
Craig Finberg's 15.8 ppg
average looms as the key to the
Bobcats' success in the 77-78
cage wars. The junior, inciden-
tally, hit 85% of his free throws,
adding to coach Rich Juarez's
hopes for the club.
Mick Durham is smallish, at
5-10, but has a hot pistol, hitting
14.1 points each timeout. Rod
Smith (6-6) and Mike Stanny
(6-9) are the top forward
prospects, but center is the
1. Boise State
2. Weber State
3. Montana'
4. Idaho State
5. Montana State
6. Northern Arizona
7; Gonzaga
8. Idaho
"
A rough road lies ahead for
the Bulldogs: lose your front
line and hope to rebuild by the
time the season starts. Just
barely.
Coach Adrian Bouncristiani
scouted the west, and came up
with 'rebounding ace Paul
Cathey from Southwest JC. a
man who at 6-7 looks to be the
nucleus of the club., Jim
ueWeese (9.9 ppg) is back and
-should help, as well- as juco
transfer Harold Brownvimpor-
'ted along with his shooting
ability from San Francisco City
College. Scott Finie and Doug
Steck return at the guards, but
must supply more points if the
Bulldogs are to match their third
place Big Sky showing of last
year: The. bench is inexper-
iencedand could spell pending
myhern for Adrian's club. They
Heed .the reserve punch .
********************
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returns; Hemmings will defend
his free-throw percentage
crown (86.4%). 6-7 Tony Dun-
canand 6-6 Guy King are good,
.with Birkett's main worry in
. finding a pair of guards that can
hit from the outside.
With Wendell King back and
6-7 David Hennings (14.1 ppg,
6.3 rpg) on the front line, coach
John Birkett can at least expect
size if nothing else.
King was redshirted because
of academic problems, but
. . .
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Steve "Sugar Bear" Barrett,
6'7" 200 lb. forward, senior.
Led the team in free throw
percentage last year: 43 for 60,
.776.
"EIl8Y" Ed Forrester. 6'7" 190
lb. forward, ,.sophomore. Made
first team All-State in Nevada
his senior year in high school.
Tony Hodges, 6'3" 185 lb.'
.guard, sophomore. Earned all-
city honors on the Los Angeles
high school circuit as a junior
and as a senior.
(""'TaC m
Bret "Mav" Connor, 6'1" 165
lb. guard, freshman. Was MVP
as a sophomore and Mr. Offense
. as a junior on Capital High's
state' championship teams .
Vertt Nlc!t0la, trainer, junior.
Now in his third year as a
Bronco Trainer, Vern hails from
Cascade, Idaho.
Marc Holt, 6'2" 180 lb. guard,
senior. Led the nation's junior
colleges in free-throwpercen-
tage '75·76: 98-104, 94%.
Z?1 tr mst r, 1 m
Steve "Con'," Connor, 6'2" 170
lb. guard, senior. Was second
team All-Big Sky in sophomore
and junior years, leading scorer
last year, team MVP as a soph.'.
Jim Jansen, Jr., 6'5" 185 Ib •
guard, . freshman. All-league,
all-city and all-Northern Calif-
, ornia last year in high school.
m m r 'r "gm' : scent
Trent "TJ" Johnson, 6'5" 190
lb. forward, senior. Team
captain last year and this; Most
Improved last season.
....l1.li ""Olrd" Jones. 6'7" 250 lb.
forward. senior, Big Sky honor-
able mention last year; second
best shooter in Big Sky with
58.10/0.
Howanl ~'Zowle Howle" Long,
6'9" 190 lb. forward, junior.
Transfer from Bellevue Com-
munity College in Wa~hington.
John "May" Mayfield, 6'91/,'
21Slb. center, sophomore. Most
valuable freshman with Broncos
last year; all-Southern Califor-
nia in high school.
Sean McKenna, 6'7" 205 lb.
center, junior. Was AU-SIC,
AU-State and Player of the Year
with Capital High in 1974-75.
Carl "Noodles" Powell, 6'0"
165 lb. guard, junior. After
earning' high school AlI-A1TIer- ,
ican honors. was named best
playmaking guard in conference
at Yakima Valley lC.
Dave Richardson. 6-9 215 lb.
center, freshman. Senior year in
high school, was 3d team
AlI.Oregon,'2d team All-Metro
in Portland, 1st team All-League.
Tony Thomas. 6'7" 200 lb.
forward, freshman. All-league
for two years. at El Cerrito High
in California; team MVP and
captain.
"Fast" Fled WlllJams, 6'0" 160
lb. guard. junior. HI Camino
College MVP last year, as well
as All-Metro League and Metro
All·Star Team. Played on South
Bay AAU team.
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by Bette Will
,When you stop and' consider
the outlook for Boise State's
1977-78 Women's Basketball
team you may feel a little 'bleak
at first. The negative facts that
Boise -State lost a great deal of
experience, three' starters who
were all four year starters and
one important irreplaceable
center would have. any coach
concerned. But headeoach Con-
nie Thorngren takes a look at
this year's squad and smiles
with Confidence. -
Thorngren sees. her greatest
positive facts: the leading scorer
is returning, also one outstand-
ing key forward. ,The tallest
center this year IS only a
sophomore who saw a lot of
action as a freshman and proves
to be a very strong player. Add
'to this one transfer guard with
1wo years national tournament
experience and a squad of
freshmen whose greatest asset
is speed. Coach Tliorngren is
looking at a challenging team
she feels can fastbreak very
effectively.
Fastbreak is the name of the
game and Thomgren feels she
has oneofthe strongest benches
she's ever had with which she
can succeed with this game
plan. How for will they succeed?
League Champs?' Northwest
Champs'[ National Play-offs?
Come make your own predic-
tion. For you'll see a team with
strong desire to win and play
their hearts out for it.
@
Tbomgren evaluates her players
88 follows: . JoAnn BurreD - 6-0 - Boise High
School - Center. Leading scorer
last year, one of the top twenty
scorers and rebounders in the
Northwest, selected to North-
west All Star team last two
years. Outstanding all-around
player.
KIm Erekson - 5-9 • Whitefish,
Montana' Forward. One of our
leading scorers and rebounders
last year, veryagressive. Brings
a lot of exciting action to the'
game.
Nancy PblWps - 6-3 . Borah
HighSchool - center. Saw a lot
of playing time as a freshman
and will be bringing experience
to the center position. Nancy is
.an excellent scorer and reboun-
der and showed a lot of
improvement from the start of
last year's season to the
present. Can shoot outside as
well as inside.
i~
Andrea MclneDy . 5-4 - Mackay . guard.
Andrea is an excellent all-around player for
her height. She ~s a good ball handler and
shoots, well from the outside.
LeAnne Nordahl - 5-7 •
Whitefish, Montana - forward.
Le Anne was also an ali-confer-
ence basketball player in Mon-
tana and her team placed third
inthe state tournament. She is a
good shooter and .ball' handler
and quick under the basket,
LeAnne throws the javelin and
puts the shot in track.
.Above: Lori Bennett - 5,6 - Murtagh - guard. tori
was a leading scorer on her high school team. She
has quick hands and is an exceIlent passer. She
will be working at either a, guard or a forward
position. Left: Shelley'DeHaaS - 5-7 - Grange-
ville - forward. Shelley played on the stateA-Z
championship team last year. She was also the'
,istate 100-yard dash champion in 1976. Shelley's
".'.< .J s~eedand qUic.kness WI. '11be valuable ~or.the fast
i~ break aspect of our team offense this year.
PIlD1 Davis - 5-8 - Borah High - guard. Pam
is very quick and an excellent ball handler
with a lot of potential. She will be .playing
at the guard and forward positions.
AbllVC: Ka!'!e Mc!c;:o - 6-0 - Buhl- center, Karla
was the leading scorer for her high school team,
which took .2nd in the A-2 tournament. She
averaged 22· points a .game. Karla is ..' 'Very .
aggressive and anexcelIent ball handler for a
center. ,Left: Cheryl Nelson . 5-9 ~ Lewiston>
,forward. Lewiston High placed first in state in .
1976 and second in 1977. Cheryl e~tablished the '
records ofleading scorer, free throw shooter and
most points scored in a single game in the state
tournament, Cheryl is fast and handles the balI
very well. .
by· Jerry Richards 1/2Kentucky (26-4, lost to North
and Tate Simmons Carolina in East regional finals)
After last year's fast and -- Have you ever heard of a
furious post-season shuffle for Kentucky basketball. team that
the national title, predicting any wasn't a force to be reckoned
sort of final outcome for the with? Joe Hall only lost one
1977-78 basketball season is starter from last year's dyn-
fraught with hazards. Consider: , amite squad, and has a one- two
oSan Francisco, last year's punch of his own: the Silk and
float-and-f1ame glamor boys, Steel Kids.
come back ·with all but three. Jack "Goose" Givens, the
lettermen -- but face a telling silk half of the act,u~es the
early schedule. that will deter- quick, smooth moves to boggle
mine the overall credibility of an opponent. James Lee, when
not only USF but of the entire he's called off the bench, is
West Coast Athletic Conference never so subtle: he crashes the
on the national scene. gates and rolls for the stuff
'-Marquette lost flambuoyant shots. Add "King and Kong",
coach Al McGuire, not to Kentucky's 6-11 front wall (in
mentionhothand Bo Ellis. other words, Rick Robey and
Normally that would drop a 25-7 Mike Phillips), - and the four-
team (20·7 before tournament's some will be a match for just
start) clear out of the national about anything in' the NCAA.
scene. But then again, maybe The field general position was
Hank Raymonds can pull the-only starting spot opened by liS Notre Dame (21-7, eliminated
together the pieces oflast year's graduation; ex-Boilermaker Kyle in East regionals by North
national championship squad. Maey looks good for that slot. Carolina) -- the center's back,
oTheteams which took Mich. Hot-shooting guards Jay Shidler the forwards are seasoned, the
igan and UCLA out of the and Truman Claytor complem- guards can shoot, and Digger
nationals this year, North ent Macy's stable approach. Phelps is dressing as snappily
Carolina. Charlotte and Idaho as ever. The Irish coach's eyes
State, were victims of grad- 1/3 MInnesota (24·3, ineligible will most probably be smiling a
uation -- the ubiquitous sheep- for post-season competition) -- lot this season.
skin claimed each team's big Whatever they do in the rest of Bill Laimbeer, 6-11, academ-
center, plus a few, top-notch the country, in the Big Ten they ically disqualified last year,
shorter players. ISU, having play basketball, please, thank returns as a sophomore. Laim-
also lost a coach, is out of the you. And in Minnesota they play beer's rebounding will be
national spotlight for awhile, so well that the NCAA has complemented by the perimeter
but how about UNCC? placed post-season sanctions on shooting of 6-9 Dave, Barton,
Et al, et al. them for the last two years. and 6-8 Bruce Flowers will get a
More . than anything, last Jim Dutcher brings back four chance to operate free of the
year's fun and games proved . . starters from last year's near- shadow of Toby Knight. 6-10
that.w]lq:~,~~pposegtotake th~"::~':~'J?~rfect-recOrdsquad: ,.Dutcher ";~fr,eshman' Gilbert, Salinas will
boodle doesn't' always wind up '- also brings back' five' players probably see sortie playing time,
with much more than maybes 6-10 or taller. One of those is so as will fellow rookies Kelly
and if wc'ds, Witn.ess '.USF! Illl'llli ::::mlllllljmj!lImllZZZlli*CIl,t==_~lIlIllllmm=IlIIiIlIlDJl_IIllIllI!GIIWiG !lm:'IlIlQil:llaZZ_!I!El!llllll_mil:l!ll:==:zlEiiSil,fil:l'Jill:ll'i
Michigan; UCLA, Kentucky, et S~aIlllWhlr1fJs 9Upp~sed ita take the boodle
a\o ~ith that in'rnind, here are, ' dae~n9~ ah~ay~wind up wi~h muuch
~~~hsa;::;h~~O~~~~~~:~~~~~ • mare tha\n maYbe9. and if w~~ds.."
1977-78 'season (last year's ,@ H, WPM @ no #- filM d. & . oBi a' 8% i 6 ,j -& .... "i;.j
season and tournament records good the NCAA wants him out Trtpucka i.and Orlando Wool- All-American in town; tha-t-'s
in parentheses): before they'll let the Gophers ridge. . hard to reach. Las Vegas has a
compete in the post-season this High·scorer Duck Williams history of fmding blue-chippers
year. Forward Mike Thompson, (18.1 ppg) returns to the guard and combining them into the
the Big Ten's highest returning apot, 'accompanied by .play- fastest, most glitter-filled show
scorerat 22 ppg (that compet- maker Rich Branning (138 this side of the Sahara, not to
itlon is indeed fierce), may have assists). Jeff Carpenter comes mention All-Americans.
to make way for Kevin McHale, back for relief, while freshman Theus:s 14.5 and 136 assists
who is 6-10 and goes to the U of Tracy Jackson" Washington, should be imp'rovedupon, if
Mbut is apparently within the D.C. Metro Player of the Year, that's possible. 6-6 Jackie
governing board's good graces could playa tall guard. Robinson is back, with transfer
for now. Earl Evans wanting to play.
Flashy Ray,Williams is gone, #6 San francisco (29-2, elimin- Latty Moffett is at center with
so the short forward spot should ated first-round by Las Vegas) .- Theus and junior Tony Stpith (9
swing to Boston College transfer the Dons flew through most of ppg) at guards. Coach Jerry
James Jackson. Osborne Lock- last season with an impressive Tarkanian lost five players to
hart comes back to lead the 29-0 record and the-number one graduation, but can do magic
charge, and the other starting spot in the nation; that is, until with anything. Freshmen Ger-
guard spot should go to the season's last game with aId Sims (27 ppg last year) could
California high school standout Notre .Dame. For all intents and be the star of the future, as
Bill Duffy. purposes the year had ended, could juco transfers Eddie
even though the regional NcLeod and 6-2 Brett Bates.
playoffs and Nevada-Las Vegas The Rebels suffer from the
were ahead. The· Rebels were suspension blues, meaning no
none too kind at that. But AP playoffs. But as fate will, Old
and UPIcoach of the year Bob' B1ile Eyes should tum a trick or
Gaillard looks forward to the two. Know what we mean?
.season even though seven-footer
Bill Cartwright suffered a
broken wrist in preseason.
Winford Boynes, an All-
American, returns to form as
will 6-9 James Hardy' and
Chubby Cox. Gone is Marlon
Redmond with his 17.5 ppg, but
redshirt Doug Jamison should
filHhe gap handily. A pair of 6-8
freshmen, Bart Bowers and
·John Reidt are untested but
show· promise; they have to,
playing for the Dons and the'
•I
ship in itself. Moncrief, whose
season field goal percentage
"fell" from 66-5"70to 64.9, was
averaging better than 15 points
a game at last count. Brewer,
MVP in the conference tourn-
ament as the playrnaking guard
last year, has the most stability
among the three. Delph" the
team's leading scorer, is a
merciless outside shooter: 53"70
between 15 and 30 feet last
year.
. So how's the front line? Delph
teams up with defensive menace
Jim Counce, 6-7, and Steve
Schall takes the post over from
graduated Steve Stroud .- both
tenacoius defensive centers last
year. To back the whole group
up, there is a talented crop of
freshmen including 6-8 James
Crockett.
perfectionist Gaillard.
The schedule is somewhat
tougher this season than last,
but the club looks strong and
might do well after all, despite
Cartwright'sprematureabsence.
#7 Cincinnati (25-5, eliminated
first-round by Marquette) _.
They're big, quick and scary,
The biggest of all is 6-11 Bob -
Miller, the senior who averaged
14.2 ppg while snaring 10.6 rpg.
Add to that 6·9 Pat Cummings,
slowed by an ailing foot, but
soon to bounce back.
Coach Gale' Catlett's main
obstacle is putting together all
the walking wounded, molding
them into a team that has
potential but physical liabilities.
Should he regain his health,
forward Greg Johnson could
develop into one of the finest
swingmen in the Metro Seven.
Eddie Lee is brimming with
health and should make grad".
uated Gary Yoder's absence a
little less noticeable. Steve
Collier is at the other guard,
with freshman Lionel Harvey
showing promise.
The Bearcats look tops in the
league and perhaps one of the
finest all-around clubs in the
nation. Their health insurance
_ rates are going sky-high,
though.
#8 Nevada-Las Vegll8 (29-3, ran
through USF, Utah and. Idaho
State, lost to UNC in semifinals
and won consolation finals over
UNC·Charlotte) -- Many call 6-7
ReggieTheus the surest bet for'
#1 North CaroIhia (28-5, went
through Kentucky and UNLV on
their way to a loss to Marquette
in finals) .- You've got a fairly
solid Atlantic Coast champion-
ship team, Oflly three instrum-
ental players graduated; and
two .- not one, but two potential
All-Americans (both of WhOlll
happen to be SJ%· or better
shooters). What does that add
up to? If you're Dean Smith,
more than likely you're coaching
a championship baske,tball
team.
.' Phenomenal Phil Ford, not
really as spectacular as he has
been consistent, leads the
charge, with sharps400ter for-
ward Mike O'Koren. Although
the pair doesn't have a John
.Kuester to assume command
. when an elbow or a knee or
some such gives out, there's tall
guard Tonr'Zalagaris or speedy
Dave t.::olescott.
Replacing Walter Davis and
Tom laGarde on the front wall
are a set of eminently qualified
. underclassmen .. Rich Yonakor
and Jeff Wolf, ·both 6-9, could,
switch off at center or eventually
play a forward-center combo.
Meanwhile, a Georgia "high
schoof recruit, 6-5 AI' Wood;
could provide the forward.
shooting to ice the· Tar Heels'
national prospects.
#4 A!!! ..n!l!lJ;i (26-2, eliminated
first round by Wake Forest) _.
Good fortune is having three
players at 6-4 (three who
accounted for nearly three-
quarters of the scoring for a
team with only two losses) back
for this ·season. Absolute he~ven
i~ having sufficient defensive
talent in the front wall to allow
all three to play together. If you
see Razorback coach Edaie
Sutton strutting around on cloud
.eleven or twelve, dontt be too
sho~ked, •
The three-fisted punch of
Sidney Moncrief, Ron Brewer
and Marvin Delphnlmost'
guarantees an SWC champion-
#9 UCLA (24-S, beat Louisville.
iInd lost-to Idaho State in West
regionals) -- Nobody could
follow in John Wooden's foot-
steps.Gene Bartow never tried
bilt left aft~r last year's playoff
loss to Idaho State.Lead in Gary
Cunningham, and the Briuns'
domination of the Pac·S is still
.intact, basically by default.
6-9 David Greenwood, des"
tined to become a household
word, is· back, but his comp-
lernent, Marques Johnson, isn't.
Look for those awesome shoes to
be somewhat filled by 6,7James
Wilkes, whose skills improve
with each day. 6·9 tandem Gig
Sims and Darrell Alums battle it
out for center. It's incredible to
recall the names of the giants
who played that position in the
past, isn't it? We don't feel
Sims will lli't us down. Flashy
. Roy Hamilton (11.9 ppg) is
strong at the guard and will
team with Ray Townsend.
The Pac-B is theirs. The
region, or eventually the nation,
is somewhat beyond the horizon
as of now. Cunningham will no
doubt try to do his best. The
team -- well, 'they're one of the
finest around.
#10 MRrquette (25-7, overtook
Cincinnati, Kansas State; Wake
Forest, UNC-Charlotte and
North Carolina to acquire
national championship) _. Good
bye AI McGuire, hello Hank
Raymonds. That's the tune on
everyone's lips this winter, as
the Marquette squad goes
without the winning flair of
McGuire. Last year's NCAA
champs lost some style, but still
have Butch Lee; Milwaukee's
answer to Walt Frazier, plus
some moves.
Lee's 19.9 ppg average
couples with the wizardry of
Bernard Toone, who at 6-8 could
be in the. pros but stayed at
school. 6-10 Jerome ·Whitehead
might well be the best center in':
the nation, but can't handle the
front line by his lonesome. Gone
is Bo Ellis to. the -pros. His
forward position is hard to fill,
hut senior Ulice Payne looks
strong there. Jim Boylan comp-
. lements Lee at the guard. Frosh
Oliver Lee, young but strong
and possesses' a good 'shooting L;
eye.
Marquette loses McGuire's
flambuoyance and maverick way,
of winning, but Raymonds'
position isn't threatened; his
basketball know-how and court
savvy will be played to the tune,
:'AI Who?"
The rest of the Ronndup
Preseason· Top 201
#U-MJchJgnn (26-4, eliminated
in Mideast finals by UNC-
Charlotte)
#12 LouIsville (21-7, eliminated
first round by UCLA)
#13 Kansas State (23-8t elimin-
ated second round by Marquette)
#14 Syracuse (2"6-4, eliminated
second round by UNC-charlotte)
#15 :Purdne (19-9, eliminated
first round by North Carolina)
#16 St. John's (22-9, eliminated
first round by Utah)
#17 Utah (22·7, eliminated
second round by UNLV) .
#18 North CaroIlna-Chnrlotte
(28-5, finished fourth in NCAA,
lost to UNLV in consolation
final)
#119 Mabama (25-5, eliminated
in. NIT semifinals by Houston)
#20 Detroit (25-4, eliminated
second round oy Michigan)
Breakout PO!l8JbUltJes: Indiana
fI4-13), Holy Cross (23-6), St ..
Bonaventure (24-6), Providence
(24-5), Arizona State (15-13),
Rutgers (18-10), DePaul (15-}2).
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19 MeOls VlU'!llty Athletes InAction 8:00 21 Men'sJV UtnhState '4:00
2S Men's VlU'!llty Great Falls
,.
,8:00 21 Women's VlU'!llty Montana 6100
i. 21 Men's VDl'Slty Utah State 8:00 II
" 1 Men's Varsity at Colorado State Away 23 Men'sJV at Treasure-Valley CC Away :1
. , 3 Men's Varsity at'Denver Away 24 Women's Varsity at Northwest Nazarene Away.- II:
5 Men's Varsity at Northern Colorado Away 26 Women'sJV Trell8ure Valley CC 8:00
9 Men'sJV Treasure Vally CC 6:00 26 Men's Varsity at Northern Arizona Away II9 Men's Varsity Santa BlU'blU'll 8:00 28 Women'sVDl'Slty Washington State 8:00
10 Women's V~lty Idaho State 8:00 28 Men's Varsity at Weber State Away -s
13 Men'sJV at Northwest Nazarene Away '<14 Men'sJV Eastern Oregon 6:00 3 • Women'sJV Utah State 3100
14 Men's VDl'Slty Chico State 8:00 - 3 .Women's VDl'Slty University of Oregon 6:00
15 Women's Varsity at University of Utah Away 3 Men's Varsity Northern Arizona 8:00
16 Men's Varsity at Cal-Irvine Away 4 Women's VlU'8lty , Oregon State , 6:00
16 Women's Varsity at Utah State Away 4 Men's Yarslty Weber State 8:00
17 Men's Varsity at Cal State-Fullerton Away 10 Women's Varsity at University of Alaska. .Away
-19 Men'sJV at Eastern.OregonSf' Av:ay 10 Men's Varsity at Idaho Away
21 Men'sJV' ' Treasure Valley CC 6:00 10-11 Women'sJV Ricks Invitational Away
21 Men's'VlU'8lty Oregol1 State . 8:00 11 Women's Varsity at U. of Alaska Away
22-23 - Men's Varsity at Wolfpllck Classic Reno 11' Men's Varsity at Gonzaga Away
Nevada-Reno 14- Men'sJV at Treasure Valley Away
Texas Christian 14 Women'sJV at Treasure V~I1ey away
Idaho State 17 Men'sJV Cycle City • 6:00
17 Men's VIU'8Uy Idaho 8:00
s Men'sJV at Utah State '. Away 17. Women'sJV Away
6 Women's Varsity at Montana State Away 18 Women'sJV' Idaho [AuxllllU'YGym 1:00
6 Men'sJV Mtn. Home AFB 6:00 1~ Wom!ln's VDl'Slty Idaho 6:00
6 Men's VlU'8lty Montana State 8:00 18 , Men's VlU'8lty Gouzaga ,'SIOO
7 ·Men's VlU'8lt)" Montana 8:00 22 Women'sJV COO. of Southern Idaho 8100
7 Women's Varsity at Montana Away 24 Men's Varsity at Montana State Away
10 Women'sJV , College of Idaho . 6:00 24 Women's Varsity at FlatheadValley CC Away
10, Men'sJV Northwest Nazarene 8:00 24 Women'sJV Ricks 8100
13 .Women's Varsity at Portland State Away 2S Women's Varsity at,Washington State Away
,'". 14 Women'sVi!rsity at Oregon Coli. of Ed. Away 25 Men's Varsity at Montana Away
14 Men'sJV' at Idaho State Away
14 Men's Varsity at Idaho State Away
19 Wome~'s Varsity Montana State &:00 Women's VlU'!llty U.ofWashlJlgton 8:00
20 Men'sJV Idaho State 6:00 Big Sky -Basketball Tournament [site, to be announced]
20 Men's Varsity Idaho State 8:00 Women's Varsity Western Washlllg(ou 8:00
20- Women'sJV at Coli. of Southern Idaho Away Nerthwest Women's Tournament Western Washlngton-
